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0HAP!lm I 
Since Galton (4) in 1879 first described the process of free assooi-
ation and suggested it. US. for ~coyerlDg ~e uncharted depths of the mind" 
in varlous modifications, lt has become one of the mOBt prominent toola for the 
study of personality and personality diBorder8~ However, al Galton (4) also 
later pointed out. 8!he furniture of man's mind chiefly conaists of his recol-
leotions and the bonds that unite them. As all th18 18 the fruit of experienoe. 
it must differ ,reat17 in different minds according to their individual dlffer-
enoes. n 
Various early modlfioations of the free a8so01atlon technlque have 
evolved slnoe Galton's original experimenta. !hese modlfioatlons have been oo~ 
~ 
oerned primarily with interpretation of teBt results rather ~ method of test-
of 
ing. Easential17, the ufree" assooiation teohnique had been maintained in all 
of the early mod1f10ations. In interpreting results of the te.t, three methods 
have been more fruitful than all other mod1fioations. The first method, initi-
ated by Yundt (5) at LeipZig, attempted to olasdfy verbal responses acoordi", 
to their logioal relation to a given liBt of stimulus words. JUDi (32) is 
oredited with having initiated the second modification of adapting discrete 
associations to stimulus words for psychopathological experimentation. hom 
such. indicators as bloo)d:ag, blushing, repetition of the stimulus words, and 
1 
--
2 
disturbances of brea~ingt a "complex· a8 a syatem of emotionally-toned 1d.eas 
is inferred. Kent and Rosano!f (33) establianed a third modification b7 deriv-
ing a standard response liet from tabulating responsee into frequency tables. 
~is standard list enabled a classifioation of the associations. and also pre-
sented a measure of communality of each response • 
. '1'0 date, the results with the free aasooiation method.s have not prove( 
as universally successful as first appeared \beoretically possible. ~e effi-
oacy with whioh the technique 18 utilized usually depends upon the individual's 
particular diagnostio ab1l1ty_ often the result of manT years of testing and 
clinical experience. Oonsequently. experimentation with the tree aasociat10n 
technique has sometimes resulted in inconsistent. it not oontradiotory. conclu-
eions. A second possible reason for the lack of reasonable success with the 
free association method involves a poss1ble erroneous hTPothesis of ita func-
tion. The free a •• oclation method may not be oompletely suitable to -uncover 
the uncharted. depths of the mind." 
More recent experiments with the free association method~ve modi-
fied the technique in a manner diametrioally opposed to the early procedures. 
They have modified the atree" aspect of the assooiation method by applying con-
trols to the a •• oelations. Thus, the techni~e 1s ohanged from ita original un-
struotured "proJeotive" approach to one of relatively r1gid limits. In the oon-
trolled asso01at10n approach ••• \he :possible associations are usually limited 
to ~ one st1mulus word. !he responses are cho.en according to various crite-
ria, aepending upon the goals soucht. 
In the controlled association experiments \he results have not been 
more gratifying than the original tree assoc1ation method. They have not. for 
3 
the most part. fulfilled the tasks tor which tne7 were designed; 1.e., IcreeD-
tpg. selectlng neurotics, psychotics, or leaders, and diagnosis. However. most 
experimenters agree that refinements are possible and that the techn1que ahould 
not be discarded. 
This stu.d7 proposes to empl07 a technique which does not completely 
ut111ze the unstructured. project1ve approach at the tree association method. 
nor lts opposlte, the more rigid17 controlled aS80clatlon technique. ~e Loyola 
La~age Study is a semi-controlled technique whlch uses cer~ln qualities at 
both methods. !he 'projective· qualit7 is retained because of its demand for 
recall at past experiences, deliberations, choices, and other factors ot ego 
control. The ·control l quallty of the controlled aesoclation is maintained in 
the demands ot the Loyola Language Study ~ereb7 certain Rllmits" are imposed 
upon the testee. It would a.em. theretore. that the L070la Language Study re-
duces the trame ot reterence to incorporate into its technique tho.e tactors 
most likely to make it an easi17 administered. e&8117 scored. ~tte~tlve diag-
nostlc te.t. Its etfeotiveness Baould 11e in its abilit7 to tap communalit7 of 
thought, but more important. it measures the individual's awareness ot that 
communal element. Assumlng that the presence of dlsease is direct17 related to 
the personts abilit7 to recognise the deviation of his own thought from the 
thought of 'the majority of people. the Loyola Language Study presents a tech-
niqne for objectively measuring and scoring such deviations. The problem in 
thie atudy. then, beoomes one ot determining whether or not the L0701a Language 
Study·. measurement of such deviatlons is sufficiently discriminat1ng to permit 
its use as a PS7chologlcal diagnostic instrument. 
4 
In order to test the discriminative ab111ty of the Loyola Language 
Study in schizophrenia, this studT has used a sohizophrenio and normal popula-
tion matched as to sex. ace, and education for comparison. A schizophrenio 
popUlation was chosen aa the experimental group for several im:portant reasons. 
First. the mental hospital populations are predominantly populated by in41v1d-
uals diagnosed as sohizophrenios. Second, in spite of one hundred years of 
stud7. achisophrenia is 8tl1l not a completely understood diaease entity_ It 
is usually categorised in descriptive terms and has no objective criteria to 
evaluate degree of involvement. The Loyola ~~e Study offers a po81ibl1ity 
for objective measurement ot responses by a schizophrenic patient. thereby OD-
jectltylag the present subjective. descriptive evualuations. !hlrd, a schizo-
phrenic population wal utilized because of the wide applioation of the Loyola 
Lallguage Study should it discriminate etfeotive17. Its ease ot administration 
and sooring lends the Loyola Language study to group testing for screening. 
Thus t inCipient schizophrenics would benefit from early diacnoais and the more 
~ 
favorable prognosis tor effective treatment. 
Essentially. the Loyola Language Study is a techn1que 8111thesizln& 
the tavorable aspeots of tyO other methods of testing to study a psychopaibo-
logical condition in the hope of determining an objeotive method for determin-
ing the existence of the disease within an individual. This researcb tests the 
hypothesis ~t the presence ofdlseaee is related to \he person's abi11t1 to 
recognize de.iations ot his own thoughts from the thoughts of the majorlt7 of 
people. These deviations are measurable. The problem beoomes one ot determin-
inc whether or not the Loyola La:Dguage Study 1n measurillg such deviations is 
able to dhart.ina.te between normal and schizophrenic individuals. 
... 
CRAPi'ER 11 
This chapter 18 a •• 1gned to reYlew the literature pertinent to the 
vord as.ooiation technique and to schizophrenia. !he present research inTolves 
a technique wh1ch 1s similar to both the free and controlled word association 
techniques, but tncludaa a dlfference whlch is-telt will render this method 
more effective in lts discriminatory abili~. L1kewise. the subjects involved 
in this stud7 are the same in JDIUlY respeots, but are significantly different in 
their ability to adjust to 800iety_ 
!he word association techn1que will be review.ed in terms of 1ts his-
torical development and 1 ts various modifloations through the Tears. Included 
therein w111 be the theories involved. the tast's various use •• and it. present 
statue aa a psychological test. From such a presentation, the Tea~er will be 
of 
apprised of the similarity and difference ot the various &esociation techniques 
to the Loyola Language StudT. 
The review of literature of the disease of schizophrenia w11l be pre-
sentad in terms ot the historical development of the theories ot the disease. 
both from a functional and et1010gical standpo1nt. as well as the current con-
capt ot the di.ease. This proJect. therefore. proposes to study tha similarity 
and/or d1tterence between the normal person and the sohizophrenic in their a.s~ 
clatlve process as determined by the Loyola Language Study, a semi-controlled 
word associa'10n technique. 
5 
jiiD 
6 
Emil Krae~lin (10) was the flret indlvidual to differentiate a di8-
ease ent1t7 Whlch he called -dementia praecox· trom other psychopathological 
condl tiona. UteI' examining and obse"ing thousends of patients. 1raepelin 
could differentiate and deflne a8 dementia praecox a 8,mptomatolog7 consisting 
of hallucinations. deluslona, incongrous eaotlvl\1. impairment of attention, 
negativism, s'ereot1P8d ~havlor. &D4 prosre •• lve dilapidation ln the presence 
of relatively intact aenaorium. Kraepelin dIvided the patiente Into three 
groups, the hebephrenic. the catatonic, and \he paranoid. Later he accepted 
a tOUl"th type. the I1mple, a.a suggested by Bleuler. As to etiology. Kraepel1n 
conddered demenUa praecox an endogenous 11lne... He first thoU&ht it was due 
to organiC pathology or \he brain; later he telt \hat It mlght be due to a 
metabolic disorder. 
!he great contribution of Kraepelln to the UAderstandlng of sohizo-
phrenia. 1n addition to hi. initial dellneatlon of the dlae .. e It.elf, i. his 
remarkably comple'e, extenaive. and acourate description of the d1.ea.e ,yap-
• 
toms. In retrospeot. the oritiol.m ot his work inolude. a lack of ~epth aad 
the a~al'anoe that the patient is a collectlon of symptoms, not a per.on. 
I t remained tor Bleuler (3) in hie monograph to first pre.ent the 
"depth· .. spect of demeatia. pHecox. He Z'enamed the srndrome lIechizophJ'8ala." 
tmpl71ng that a 8plitUnc of the vulous psychic funoUoD.8, rather thaa a pro-
gr88110n toward a domented state, vas 1ts outstan41Dg characteristio. He pre-
.ented hi8 findings on the fundamental symptoms ot schlsophrenla aa conalsting 
of disturbance. of as.oc1atlon and affectivity. the predilection for fantasy aa 
againet rea11t7_ and the inclinatlon to divorce one.elf from rea11ty. A. 
Bleuler atate. (3)1 
7 
In this malady the a •• ociations 108e their continuity. Of the thou-
sands of associative threads which guide our thinking, this d1aea •• seeme 
to interrupt quite haphazardly, sometimes such 81D«le threads. sometimes 
s. Whole group, and 80metimea even large segments ot them. In this wa::r. 
thinking become. 1110gical and often bizarre. Jurthermor.. the as,ocl-
at10n8 tend to proceed along new lines, of which 10 far the following are 
knovn to uat two Idea8, fortuitously encountered. are combined iato one 
thought. the 10g1cal form being determined by inoidental circumstance •• 
Olang associations receive unuaual significance, aa do ind1rect associ-
ations. ho or more ideas are oondensed into a. single one. Ifhe tendenoy 
to atereotype produce. the lnclination to cliDg to one idea to which the 
patient then returns again and again. Generally. there 11 a. marked dearth 
ot idea. to the point of monoidelam. 7requently lome idea will dominate 
the train of thought in tne form of blooking. -naming,- or eohopraxia. In 
the various type. of schizophrenia. distractibility does not a.em to be 
disturbed in a uniform manner. A h1gh degree of as~oeiatlonal d18turba.~oe 
usually results ln atates of contusion. 
Aa to the Ume element in asaoclations, we know of two dl.turbances 
peculiar to schllophrenla ...... pressure of \hoU&hts, ~t ls, patholeglo&l17 
increased flow ot lde.s, and the ;parUcularl)" characteri.tio Ibloold.nc. 1 
All the indicated disturbance. ma;y range from a maximum which cor-
respond. to complete contus1on, to a minimum whioh .. JD&7 be hard17 notioe-
able. 
Ai though Bleuler t 8 monograph on ach1zophren:S.a was and is considered 
a classio 'ext on the nbject and 1s reterred to as a tu.D.damenta.l c.ontrlbution 
• 
to pS1Ohiatr.1. chang1Dc conoepta of the di ••• ,e entltT ha •• been ~ rule rather 
than the exception. .e7er (11) vas dhaat1etied with the role gi.en to heredU, 
and autointoxioation in the etiology and pathogeneeie ot dementia praecox. ae 
telt that perhaps the p81Chological tactor., to Vhich l~n and old school. of 
psychiatry had gi.en so much tmportance in the pa.t, should be reconsidered. 
ae advocated \bat the pat lent be ltu4i.d 'longitudinally,' trom \h. beglnRinc 
of hil 11t •• all the tacto:n whlch .1gl1t ha.e contributed to his .ental oon-
d1 tion ahould be .earohecl and eDlllined. Meyer became convinced that dementia 
praeoox was the result of an acoumulation of habit-di.order. or faulty habits 
of reaction. The individual who 1s not able to cope with the problema and 
difficulties of 11£e, and who 18 confronted with failure after taUure. mq 
tend toward substltute reactions. At tlrst, the.e new hablts appear as harm-
less subterfuge., such as daTdreamiDg. rumination. aDd decrease of intereats, 
but later theT 'become harmful &ad tend to .. sume definite llechan1as, ncb aa 
halluc1natiou. delusiou, or block1J3g. !he.e mechanisms, aceordlag to Meyer, 
are part~lly lntell1g1ble a8 subeU tutions tor lett Ie lent adJuatmeAt to COD-
crete and actual difflculties.' He saY dementia praeoox as the outoome of con-
fliet8 ot instincts or confllcts ot complexes ot experi.noe and an incapacity 
JUDe (8) vas the flrst of the analytlc school to make contributions 
to the literature on aohlzophrenla. Word a.lloclaUoJl testa convinced. h1m that 
the dlsso01ated ldeall ot the schizophrenio were emotionally charged and that 
the mechani.mll ¥hiGh i.elated them were the same as these desorlbed by freud 
in 127.'er1ca1 patlents. Juag teU that delusions, hal1uoinaUena, and other 
schizophrenlc s7Jll'Pto •• were due to \he aoti'f'ity ot the tlautenolllloulcOJltple,x,. 
~ 
vhlch could not be 1Ui4e1' the control or correction of consciousness., Be 
thougbt alao \bat POs'lb~vth. emotlonAl disturbance in dementia praecox ea-
gell4er. an ane_lou. me.bolla whioh injure. the brain so thail the highest 
pa7Qhlc fuIo'lon' become paral7zed. 
In 1913 June difterentiated hi. pa1Qhological types (7). He felt 
that whereas in h18terla one al~. tinda an emotl'f'ity and pa70hlc energy d1-
rected centriI~17. 1n dementia praecox the psychic ener:gr 1s centripetal. 
\t'herea. JUIlg was incl1aed to miDJm1ze greatly the role pla.yed by 
enviroDaental or interpersonal tora.. in achizophrenia. Barry Stack Sul11'f'an 
t.lt more concerned vllb what goes on between people than wltn the lntraps7Qhlc 
9 
In hi. 8tudy of schizophrenia, Sulllvan (53) state8 that, '!he disorder is one 
ln whioh the to\&l experience of the individual is recognized. 1 Be oriticise. 
Bleulerts formulatlon ot the disorder as baled on impairment of the as8ociation 
of ide .. s, and reache. \he conolualon that the pr1m&r7 disorder 18 one of JIlental 
lihe disintegrated portloDS regress in functlon to earlier l.vels of mental 
as a return to infantile and fetal .ental tunction. exclusi.ely_ 
Ariett (1) baa recently pre.ented a general interpretatlon of the 
schizophrenic prooe.. whioh mOlt aptly conveys the ourrent theorie. of the 418-
ea.e process. Wi th respeot to p.7Qh.ocenic factor., which uaually lead. to a 
schizophrenic diaorder, ArieU contends that an extrae state of annetT. origi-
nated ln early childhood, produce. a vulnerabilitT which lasts tor the whole 
11te of the individual. The perlon then desperatell' attempts to maintain con-
taot with, reallt7. and under certain conditions of stres •• his deten.e. become 
increasingly iDadeq.uat.. Oonfronted with overpovering autet,., helinally suo-
oumbs, and the break with realit" oocurs. Thue. it he cannot ohange hlaself 
a.u:r longer. not eTen in a neurotic vq. he baa to chance realtt)"_ Howver, as 
Arieti 8tat •• , lI:But realit,. cannot chuge, and he has to oha»&e has.lf again 
in order to aee 'realit,,' in a different v.,.· !he pat tent then resorts to 
mechanism. at hi8 diapotal to envision reality in a le.8 frlghtening aanner. 
Of particular iJlportanoe i8 the adoption of a speoial t1'P8 ot thin1cbg called 
c' 
paleclogio. the p~ce"8. of de81J1lboliiatioA and desocialization. and the re-
treat trom emotiona. 
The bade psychologioal proce88 ot soh11ophrenla, accordiDg to Ari.ti , 
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consists of impa1rment, in Tulous degrees, of the abUU7 to abetract. All the 
manif.stations are .een as a cons.quenc. of this 1mpalrment. In the proces8 of 
abe traction. a part or a qualU7 is .eparated from the whole. In pal.ologlc 
thinking thts separation 1. not posaible. !he lnabl11t7 to abstract provents 
the u •• of CODOn qmbols, 'Which are no~lng more than abstractlona. !he ab-
aenee of abstractions thaI prevents aoclallzat10n and the experience of all 
~lose emotions which are connected with beloDglng to an integrated 8001et7_ 
From ArteU·s lODgltu.d1aal vi.wpoint. schizophrenia is divided into 
four parts. As haa been mentloned. an uacoped-vlth state of anxiety and vulner-
abillt1. who •• roots aJ'e to be found in ear17 chl1dhood. maD. the patlent entel 
the first stage of the 111n.... In thla atace he .xploits a potentiallt)' tor 
ua1zag archaiC .eohanita. which are dormant in eve1"7 h'Ullal1 HUg. !he paUent 
resort. to ~m wen MT ether method of decreal1»c a.nxie'y and lB&lataiJl1a.g his 
own lndlvidualU7 has tal1ed. In thle .tage the patlent 1& still at""U.ac be-
tween the world of re .. llt7 and the world of his symptoms. 
!be aecond stage. accordlng to Artett, finds a oessation ot hoatl11l1 
of 
between H&lUl1' and 11lUs •• wl th no appe.J"ent emotloAal W:raol1. Paleologle 
thinking and de.oeialiB.,ion are pre •• nt with ~ patient-. apparent acoeptance 
ot hl. illneaa. Ho"..er. the patient doe. not 1nt~a\e at thl. lower level. 
It 18 no lIore po.dble tor \he patient to integn.te at a lower level than 1 t ls 
po •• lble tor a oortical animal to operate as a healthJ noacortlcal speci ••• 
Slml1ar11'. no matter how much the Ichlzophrenic regr ••• e •• he cannot become a 
health,. infut, and "ill alwqs be d1slntegrated. 
Art.tl feel' that the third atate of regression i8 reached Wben the 
pattent'. voluntary 11te i. 80 much obliterated that certain primitive habit. 
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reqnlre promineDOe. The particular habit ~lch epitomize. \his .tate i8 the 
one of hoarding. this leads to the fourth state as the patient attempts to make 
the hoarded objects a part of himaeU. usually be iztgeS\lon. At this terminal 
stage of the illne.a manr patientl also ahow quasi-neurological alterations. 
!hese alterations indicate a regression to a level where many of the common per-
ceptions 40 not extst. 
From hi. Itu4r of the procell ot schizophrenia from a longitudinal aa 
vell as a d7Damic viewpoint, Arietl deftnes schizophrenia as, itA specific re-
action to an extre ... tate of anxiety, orlginat1Dc in childhood. and reactiv-
ated later in lite by psychological tacton. !he specifio reaction conslsts of 
the adoption of archaic mental .echani .. s, whioh belong to lower levels of in-
'e&ration. lna.amuoh as the resui t is a regre .. lon to, but not an integration 
at lower levels, a disequilibrium 1. engendered ~lch CaUle8 further regression, 
at times to levels even lower than the one ln whlch oertain. perceptlon. an 
:po s81 'ble ... 
• ~e word allociation technique, as tint de.cribed by" Galton (4) in 
of 
1819. preceded Iraepelints description of dementia praecox in 1895 by nearly 
two decade •• although Yundt'. laborator" work on free aSlociatlon techniques 
paralleled, in time. the work of lCraepeU.n. As haa been pHViousl.y indicated. 
Bleuler oontended ~t the schizophrenic manife.ted the phenomenon of a Bloose 
association. ft Similarly, lung telt that sohizophrenics were imperfeotly adapted 
to reality aDd ~U8 would '1aperfeotly' utilize reality word .,mbo18. !here-
toret 1t appeared only na'ural that the word a.'ooiat10n technique be utilized 
for the purpose of better understanding ot the dl.8&8e prooes8 of 8ohilophrenia. 
In api'e of itl apparent ideal 8uitability for the iuv8.t1catlon of 
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aberrant alsociative proce.ses, the vord alsociation techD1que has not proved 
as successful as vas f1rat expeoted. In 1948. after almost .even decade. of 
numeroua experimen\ations b.1 varlous vorkers sln08 Galton·s original publica-
tion, Bell (2) succinctly summarized the status of the word as.oolatlon teoh-
nique by stat1ftg. 'The 8impl. procedure ot presenting a 11st of vorda to a sub-
jeot and ~.k1Dg tor the f1rat word that comes to mind is well known •••• and, in 
its pre.ent s\ate of dev.lopment, is of limited clinical usefuln •••• • 
With respect to methodoloC1. the free assooiat1on technique vaa uaed 
exclu81vely prior to the fourth deoade of the twent1eth oentury. !he attempted 
modifioations dealt prtmari17 with the analy.la of the tree aaloc1ation re-
spon.... Of all \be modificat10AS attempted. three proved to be more us.ful 
than e.l.l \he others. 
!he f1rst modification dealt with clas.1fy1ncas80ciations according 
to logioal relat10nahlpa between 8timulu. &Ad re.pon.e. WUndt (5) initiated 
thiB method at Leipllg duriag \he last two decade. of the n1netee~th centur,r 1n 
hi s p.,.chological labcratol'1 while eugaged in a hi Uer d1apute wi thof the Wurzburj 
School over the peyoholoC( of th1nk:1nc. ~ (116) adopted thi. method in 1923 
to study the type. 01 .... oc1ation in 8ch1aophren1c8, manic-depresa1ve •• aad 
normal per,cu.. Hia 8~wly inoluded .s subjects 250 normale. 120 schlzophrenics. 
and 82 manio-deprea.l •• patient.. B18 analysis of the re.ul~, by tni8 cla8s1tl-
cation method showed in ..,61'1' ca. .. an overlapping of the g:roup., and 1n moet 
oaees no signif10ant d111erencee in oentral tendenoies. !he normal group gave 
tar fewer ·coordinate.- and far more adjectiye-noun aS80oiations and noun-adJ~ 
Uye aS8oclaUona $haa el\her of the patholOCical groups, but the latter groups 
did not difter significantly from each other. Rb7me, and 80und a,.oolatione 
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appeared to be slightly aore characteristic of the manic-depressive group than 
of the dementia praecox. Response. in the form of proper name. and response. 
using \be firat personal pronoun dld not appear to be particularly characteris-
tic of either disorder. !he assoc1at10ns ot both pathological groups resemble 
the a •• ociat10ns of normal adults very much more than they re.emble the a880c1-
ationl of . children, whether •• asured by the Kent-Rosanott "frequency method,-
or by computIng the number of al80ciations following within various types. 
Probably the a08t important confirmation to come trom Murpny'l studT 
is that :I. t •• ems to ciecide41.y cont1m the conolus10n ot Ient and Rosanott that. 
ftA large collection ot material ahows a gradual and not an abrupt transition 
from the normal Itat. to pathological .tat ••• • !he conclusion ot Xraepelin 
that the aS80ciation. of his patIents deviate remarkably little from those of 
the health,. seem. also to be confirmed by Murphy •• study. 
Although Murphy vas disappointed with his resulta, he Itates, ft!he 
present data justlfy no conclusion a. to the possibilities of the as.oclatton 
experiment in the tield of detailed analysis of particular &s80c1ation •• the 
of 
psychogalvanic method, or the statistical analysis ot alloelation-t1me.. The 
sugge.tlon is oftered that types at word aS80clat10n. aa such, are but little 
--
related to the fundamental attitudes and adaptations to 11fe under171ng tne 
mental disorders which are here compared.' 
The second modification of the word association technique was origi-
nated in the clin1cal laboratory by Jung (32) for investigating emotional d1s-
turbane... His method consisted of an individually administered, oral presenta-
tion of one hundred stimulus worda with an accurate reoording of the spon'aneoua 
relponles and a tim:l.ng of the reaction to the nearest one-tifth ot a second. 
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A seoond reading ot the list ot worda to the subjeot was made vi th a reQ.uest 
to recall the original responses. Jung telt ~, by auch a techniQ.ue. emotlo~ 
a1 oompleat within the individual would be tapped by noUDg aq irrecular1t7 
of responses. Jung olaimed \nat &DT irregularlt7 ot reapon.e indicated an sme-
tioDAl complex. He dlst1~shed three major types of such irregulari t7: ab-
normalit7 ot oontent in the response words, unueually long or short reaction 
time, and teat behavior of the subJeot himself. !he presence of several "oom-
p1ex lAdioators" indicated to lung that 80ma emotion vas disturbing the subjeot 
In a lecture delivered at Olark Univera1,t7. JllD& stated (7)1 
In order to understand the mat'er oomprehendTel,- we must bear in 
mind that the a8aooiatlon experiments cannot deal with a separated ps,-chlc 
tunction. tor arr:r ps,.chic occurrence 18 never a thing in It.elt. but ls 
alva1s the resultant of the entire p81Qhological past. The assoclatlon 
experiment. too, i8 not mere17 a method tor the reproduction ot separated 
yord oouplet., but it 18 a kind ot pastime. a conver8ation between experi-
menter and teet person. In a certain .en.e l' is .ven atll1 more ~ 
that. Worda are really something like condensed actions, situations. and 
things. When I present a yord to the test perlon which denotes an action, 
it is the same ... if I should pre.ent to him the action 1 tselt t and ask 
him, "How do 70u behave toward 1 tl 'What do you think ot i t1 What do ,.ou 
do in this situationT' 
A third modlfication ot the vord a.soc1&tlon techniQ.ue wak init1ated 
by Kent and Rosanott (33) in their stud7 ot &1I0018 .. U.on in inaanU,.. 1'b.q 
state that. "The one tendency 'Which appears to be almost universal amoDg normal 
persons 18 the tendency to give ln respon •• to any sUmulua word one or another 
ot a small group ot oommon react10ns." 
As previously mentioned. earlier modif1cations emphaalzed a lqglcal 
relationship between sttmulU8 and response vords. al yell a8 reaction t1me and 
the 8ubJeot t s behavior. Kent and Rosano!! attempted to mealure mental disturb-
anee b1 unusual content response.. Thus, abnormality became directly measurable 
in direct proportion to the number ot unulual or idlos7ncratic responses. 
p 
In order to test their h7Pothesis. Kent and Rosanof! constructed a 
11st of one hundred word.. theoretically more neutral ~ June's word list. 
and administered them to 1,000 normal subjects, 108 schisophrenics, and 139 
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other psychotics with a nonschlsophrenlc diagno.is. Using the respenees of the 
one thousand normal subJeot •• a a standard. alphabetically lia'ed frequency 
tables of .all reaponses to t!l'rery stimulus word were deri.,ed. With the uae of 
these tables. subsequently administered testa could be soored. with the result-
ant score interpreted .8 an estimation ot communality of thought. 
In classifying adult reaponses, Xent'and Rosanoff placed them into 
three broad oategortes' Oommon ReacUons. Doubtful ReacUons. and IndlTldual 
Reactions. !able I below presents the reBults of their stnd1 wi\h the 1,000 
normals and 247 insane persoDsl 
USPQNSIS or :NORMAL AND INSANl!l All1LTS to mE 
KD'l-ROSAlOJ'l aD ASSOCIA'lIOB 'rES! 
Oommon Doubtful 
SUbjects Reactions Reaction. 
" 
fj, 
1,000 Dormal adnl t& 91·7 1.5 
~7 tnsane adults 70.7 2.5 
f 
of Ind.i vidual 
Reactions 
" 
6.8 
26.8 
Whereas the normal population had 91.~ oommon reaction., the insane popnlatlon 
had only 70.7'1t cOllmon reactions. 1'h.e indlv1dual reactions varied troll 26 •• 
tor the insane population to 6.~ for the normal population. In the dementia. 
pra.eoox psychods, Xent and Rosanof! found the a.verage amabel' of individual re-
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actions far exceeding not only that of the normal group but also that of any 
other psychosis 'iUdied'b7 them. To a corre.pond1nc extent. \heT found the 
average number of the highest type of nol"Jlal. rea.ot1oJl8 reduced. Although al-
1D0st 8'9'el7 t7Pe of 1D.dividual reaotioD. bT 'the dementia praecox showed an in-
crease over the aormal average. the mOlt ,trikiDg increase. vere in \he group. 
of unclassified reactton., neelegt ... , souad reacttons. and lome tTP8. of per-
.everation. Upon exaa1ning the tndividual 'e.t recorda of the dementia praecox 
populatton. Xent and Rosanoff found no uniform aa80clatlonal 'endencte •• but 
several tendencies appeared with more or les8 greater frequencies either alone 
or in varioua oombinatton.. Some of 'the.e tendeneie., when appearing at all 
promlnentlT. vere 80 highlT characterist1c of dementia praeoox a. to be almost 
pathogno1l1c. !'he.e aaaoo1aUoul tendencies were: (1) the tendeneT to glve 
neologiem't p&rtioularlT tho.e of the ,en.ele •• '1P8; (2) the 'endenOT to g1ve 
unclassified reactions largely of the incoherent type, (3) the ten4ena.r toward 
stereoVPT manifedad chiefly bT abnormal17 frequent repeUUoJUI of the .ame 
reaction. 
of 
Kent and Rosanoff also noted that nor1nfrequentlT oases of dementia 
praecox gave teet records that could not be distinguished from normal. !'heT 
statedt "It .eems that the pathological as.oclational tendencies constitute 
fest in Gases which have reached a l\ate of advanced mental deterioration, but 
IIl&7 not neaessarily be present in the early stages of the dieease. It On the 
other hand. Kent and Rosanoff felt that these tendencies m&1 in 80me ca8es ap-
pear among the earli •• t maniteltations. They concluded that the te8t records 
ot delll8nUa praecox deJBrt from the normal not sharply 'bu.t b7 a gradual shadlDC 
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off. 
Thus, ~e three modifica.tions of analysing the "free" response to the 
presentation of a stimulus word provided the broad foundation upon which subaa-
quent free association research baa bean predicated. In 80me studies, as will 
be shown later, '-he original modifications were repeated in an effort ei'-he1' to 
confirm ~. original ,tltdies or else to confirm other bJpothesal. !he graatast 
number, however t used various combinations of modIfications to refine the free 
word a8.001ation technique for more reliable and valid reaults in atudJlag dla. 
turbanoes in a8so01at10n. 
Probably as a result of MurphTfs own disappointment over the findings 
in his method ot classifying respons.s. little wal done to tollow up his idea 
1n '-he study ot psychopathological proceS.8.. In 1945 MarUn (41) made a 
partial repeU tion of Murphy's a1Iud;r. Data wre obtained trom a 8tu~ of one 
hundred pathological oases, all of which were iamates ot the State HOspital at 
fenell. 1'exaa. ihe word list oontalniDg 75 words trom the Kent-Rosanoff list 
• 
and 25 verb stimUli of Murpny-. own ohoosiQg was administered to 63 schlzo-
of 
phrenics and 37 1a8A1c-depressivea. MarUn found no startling, ouhtandiac. or 
reliab17 signifIcant ditterences in oentral tendenoies except in responses of 
adJeotive-noun associations. In these assooiations there .eemed to be a strong 
tendenc1 on the part of the manic-depressives to alink' nouns to adjectives. 
Manio-depressives also tended to give respo~sea of more than one word which 
violated the directions given to the subjects .... il., to respond with on11 one 
word. !he schizophrenic., on the other hand, tended to repeat the st1mulua 
word. and alao to change the word form of the stimulus word. 18010g1sms and 
ater8ot1]W were not characteristio of e1ther group. Mart1n felt that her stua, 
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further conflrmed the conclusions ot lent and ROlanott that there is a gradual 
and not an abrupt transition trom the normal to the pathologioal state. Martin 
indicated two lactors which were likely to influence the whole procedure, name-
ly. the personality of the 1nv.atl,ator and geographIcal differencea. Martin' a 
stUdy ot the olasaltication ot respons.. according to a logical relationship 
between .t.ill't1l.ua and response is the most recent one to appear In the lUera-
tUN. 
loha (35) in 1914 reported on the association method and its relatlon 
to the oomplex and complex indicatora. Since he telt that. 8!be process of as-
soolatioa 1s. trom the synthetic point of v1e., \he keys to .. of our mental 
lite,8 lohs reviewed aAd 87nthesl~ed the previously published literature on the 
tree word &a.oolation technique. &ad \hen prooeeded to deflu terma in the hope 
of refln1l1C the technique. 
Beaidea frequency, vividneas. reoeXlCT. pr1ma.cy. intensity. and 81110-
Uonal oOD&ruity. Kob. felt that th.re were a large number of tactors whioh 
• tended to influence the relations between ideal. Attempts to arbitrarilY 
claaally thele oonnectton. lato different categorie •• inner, outer. egocentric. 
and various oomblnations thereof. have lailed in JIl8l1Y respects. The.e lailure. 
have largely been due to one or more of the.e reason.. (1) !he olal.1110ation. 
were artificial; (2) There was a tendency to be 8uperticial; (3) !he 01a.1111-
cations were not baaed on introspection. and as a result they were objective 
instead of being subJective, (4) !be separate categories were not lutf1clently 
exclusive: (5) !ne experimenter may not oorrect17 interpret the reaponse: (6) 
The presence ot mental tmager,v aroused by the stimulus vas but poorly expressed 
by a siagl. word re.pon.e. 
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AcoordlDg to Xc.hs, the 11 teratu.re vas .".ry vague in the use of the 
words ·constellation- and ·complex.· ·Oonstellation" vas considered an &s80cl-
ative grouplng of various ideas around a central ldea. tn1s definition was 
modified by Kohs to include, -The experience creating a constellat10n of ideas 
mu~t ha:V'. been individual, lubJecU.,.e, haft occurred within recent i1me, and 
must poss •• a a distinct t •• ling tone.- !he .complex· vas considered a con8te1-
lat10n posaeasiDg a more intense affective-toning. !ne oOAatellatlon beoame a 
complex vhen the affective content changed tram fee1lllg to emotion. Bowever, 
oomplex.s wereui ther pathognomic aor pathogenic, and the phenomenon vaa per-
fectly normal. According to Kohs t the handling of the complex by the individual 
determined its degree of normality. 
Kohl found that most workers agreed that the following factors in-
tluenoed asaociative relattona, 
(1) Age - Children responded with particular ideas, whereas ~ of 
adult responlel vere by means of general idea •• 
(2) Sex ... A large portion of complexes belonged to the sex sphere. 
of 
!he percentage was greater in women than in men, at apprOXimately a tive to one 
raUo. 
(3) '.mi11 - Relattves showed a marked agreement in reaotion type. 
Children tended to resemble the reaction type ot the mother more than that ot 
the tather. 
(4) Intelligenoe - Subjeots com1Dg trom a lower level ot intel11gence 
were not acoustomed to think 1n terms of II1ngle words or ideas. but 1n ilenteneee ~ 
Feebleminded and epileptiCS shoved a striking poverty ot ideas and tended to 
give stereotyped relponee •• 
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(5) Occupation - KanT complexes were related to the subject-s ocau~ 
tion and habits. 
(6) Emotion - Anger, overwork, insufficient sleep, and exhauation 
tended to increase the number of aS80ciations by assonance and rhymes. Emotion. 
greatly influenced reaction t1me -- feeli~ of pleaaure facilitated a88001a-
tions, f.ellnes of pain inhibited them. 
(7) Beliefs and Ideals - !hese "ere usually repeated in reply to 
d1mulus words. 
(8) Drug. - Drugs increased the number of a.sociations by assonanoe 
and rh1me •• 
(9) Praotice - Practice tended to decrease reaction t1me. 
Xah. olassified the complex indicators into three t1P8B# qualitative. 
·quant:S.taUve, and physiologioal. fable II presents the 'three liets. 
Kohs drew his conclusions from the pedagogical as well as the psycho-
logical viewpoint.. Pedagogically. he statesl 
• 1. EYer" one of us poseesses a dlfferent ma8S of a88001&ted oom-
plex.a. 1 
2. Eduoation fixes certain associations between ldeas. These asso-
ciations are not easily broken down. 
3. The greater amount of objective experiences obtained by the child, 
the better equipped will he be later, for nearly 5~ of our oft-repeated 
associations date back to childhood and youth. 
4. The emotions greatly affect the facility of a.loclations. Pleas-
ant emotlons helpt unpleasant ones retard. the prooess. Therefore, the 
aim in education should be for pleasurable feelings all the t1me in order 
to facill\&te the acquisition ot knowledge. 
5. ~e a •• ooiatlon oomplexes of the famIly have an enormous direct-
ing effect upon the formaUon of complexes 1n the children. 
6. Children's questlona ought to be given more earnest consideration. 
'l'ABLi II 
KOSS' WORD LX ST OJ COMPLliX IBDI CATeRS Ili mE l'lU1E ASSOCIAfIOI TEOHlfIQ.Ulil 
1. Content 
I 
Q,ualitaUve 
2. Whispered respon.e 
). 'ailure to understand 
4. lal.. reproduction 
5. lall. recall 
6. Pers.veration 
(a) Response 
(b) SUmulu. 
(c) Aifect 
7. Inhibition 
8. J'allure to respond 
9. Quotations 
10. '1'ltlea 
11. Sentencea 
12. S)'Ilboli8lls 
13. General concepta hiding the 
IHanlDg 
14. Addition ot the article 
15. lIaming of an object in the 
examiner's room 
16. :Peculiar form ot the re8pOlUte 
17. Unusual re.ponse 
lS. Bnor. in respon •• 
19. Assimilation 
20. Vacuum 
21. Umaeanlng response. 
22. Bon.ense 
23. Incomplete re.pon ••• 
24. SUpplementations ot .ttmulua 
word. 
25. Symmetrical respons •• 
(a) Stimulus word. usually of 
double meaning, b not inter-
preted in its cuatomar.1 sense. 
26. Postcrt tical reapon.e. 
27. ·Veraprschena 
(a) Arranging some .timulu8 so 
as to be incorrectly perceived 
28. Oompl.x surrogate 
29. !randations 
30. Interjections or single letters 
1. Time 
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III 
Ph7siological 
Complex Indicators 
1. Psychogalvanic reflex 
2. Electro-motor heart flov 
3. Pul.e 
4. Respiration 
5. Blood pressure 
6. Involunta1"7 movement, 
7. A ta:da.graph (involunta1"7 
bodT SwaT) 
8. Knee-Jerk 
9. Llftiag ability of the 
fblger (ergograph) 
10. Tapping te.t 
11. Strength of grip 
12. lacial expre.slona 
13. '1'one ot voice in reaponae 
14. Ability to conoentrate 
15. General conduct and behavior 
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OUr treaUng their eve1'7 inquil"1 as a matter of m1rth h absolutely unjust. 
Truth and seriousness ought to prevail 1nstead. 
From the psychologioal standpoint. Kob. concluded that the researoh 
into the area of ·complexes- had not advanced very far beyond the classlficatiol 
of the temperaments. He does feel. however. that the trains of a.soclatlon are 
very signifioant for intormaUon regard1Dg the oond1t1on of mentality. raDge of 
1nformation in &n7 particular subJect, and logical .equence of the thought 
proces.es. In closing. lohs state., III cannot but emphaslze the importance of 
the complex and the oons'ellation a. factors ~plng our destinies, and the 1m-
portance of the al.oolatlon method 111 determtainc what the.e complexes and con-
,tella.Uon. are. 1t 
Koh.' work marked the first of many crlt1cisms of June's work on 
complex e1gna. These critioisms have varied from the ~lative17 ml1d oriticism 
of Koha' report to the catecorical atatement by Hull and Lugoff (3) that, ·ot 
the one hundred vord Ju.ng 11lt. not a aiugle word ahowed its quota of oomple% 
sign indicatora.· 
~.enck (27) contended that abnormal preference judgmenta~in certain 
circumstances were better complex indioatora than the three typea of irregulari-
tie. mentioned by Jung. lor any particular research. ~aenck suggested that the 
investigator should prepare a list of about 15 to 20 wordl. !his 11.t should 
contain aix to e1gbt worda which might reasonably be explcted to arouse 80me 
emotional reaction connected with the purpoae of the inquiry. Oare mould be 
taken not to include too maDT words either with pleasant soUAd and unplea8an~ 
meaning. or w1th unpleasant sound and pleuant meanl~t as the bipolar factor 
may cau.e dIffIculties. 
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lCTs.nck found \hat the aTerage ra.uking of the group can be used •• 
the standard with which the iDdiTidual ranking. are compared. lU.$ ... arioue ez-
perimentl indicated that eTen with comparatlTe17 fev subjects. this average 
ranking has a high Talidity_ Low correlations of individual ranking. with the 
average would then serve a. an index of the subject·s "abnormalityzl high cor-
relations.with the average aa an index of his unormalit7." Be concluded that. 
"Unusual or • abnormal' preterence judgments are often caused by complexes or 
emotional difficulties which lDhlbit the normal responee. Consequently. it was 
lugge.ted that auob 'abnormal' preference Ju~ent. mient be used as indicatora 
of the complexes which caused them, and it appeared that words would prove a 
useful .ediwa.' 
iffort vas mad. to \hrow lo.e ll&bt on the factors which ordinari17 
determine our preference Judgments for worda, and a number of introlpections 
vere quoted to ahow that when a personls Judcment runs couater to \hat of the 
majority, it is frequently pOlsible to find the causes tor such deTiations in 
his unconscious. 
The plight of the word assooiation technique 1s probably best illul-
trated in comparir.lg the h7P0thea1s of _senok (27) in hh previously .enUoned 
1iud7. and the h)'pothea1a 'ested b7 Tendler (53). Jy.enck felt that a ahort 
word 11.t. with certain specifications to fulfill the requirements spec if ted. 
could be derived for each DeW plece of re.earob. On the other hand, fendler 
felt that a •• leotion of 25 at1llulua vords from the lent and Rosanoff Ult, 
which ahowed the hichea' potency for elictting certain feature. of a8sociatiTe 
patholoO. would point up a1pif1cant features of diaturbanoe in free associ-
ation. lIe felt that definite gain ahould follow the supplemenU_ of \he theor-
~ 
8t10al and clinical approaches of ps1Ohologlcal research in \he f1eld of ab-
normality by an objective, quantitative, and comparative PS1Chologlcal approach. 
!his approach would direct attention to individual differences, to various 
indices of abnormality, to degr •• s of severity. and to differential features. 
This would leasen ~e difficulties connacted with obtainiDg clear-cut dlffer-
ential diagno.e. with which to assoolate psychological factors. It would alao 
remove the further complication of the Variation of emphasis placed upon the 
complaints by both examiner and patient. together vith the complicatlons that 
arise when examiners apply var,yiQg theoretical frame. of reference. 'inally. 
Tendler felt that 8\&tist10al methods offer \he possibility of slmplifyigg the 
oomplexity of the psychopathological pioture by reduoiQg 1t to .easureable 
specifio factors of diagnostio signifioanoe. 
Table III presents the 25 word list ~t Tendler derived from the 
Kent and Rosanoff Yord li.t. Included with the 25 stimulus vorda are their 
mean range per oent soores. With thie list, Tendler attempted to develop a 
diagnostic free a •• octation teat for the measurement of disturbance, in associ-
ation. Specific features studied were: tendency to respond by contrasts, by 
individual responses, by adjectives to noun attmnli. or vice versa, delays in 
time of response, and failure to recall original response.. Ixoepi for con-
trast., all of these features vere found to be indices of asso01ation patbolol1. 
posltively interaorrelat.d b7 sufficiently low to be treated independently. 
Oontrast response is negatively correlated with theae features and con8tit~tes 
an index of normality_ 
Application of thiB 25 word 11st to psychotics. psychoneurotic., and 
mixed conditions 7ielded data for analysis as to reliability. differential 
TENDLER'S DIAGNOSTIO WORD LIST IN THE FREE ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUE 
Stimulus \!Iorde Mean Range % Score 
1. dream 45.6 
2. sweet 46.3 
3. 80ft 47.1 
4. 81e.p 47.2 
5. dark 49.0 
6. quiet 50.2 
7. hungry 50.2 
8. anger 51.0 
9. beautiful 51.1 
10. II8Jl. 51.9 
11. loud 52.1 
12. long 52.3 
13. blue 52.5 
14. slow- 53.4 f 
of 
15. 'WorklDC 53.9 
16. child 54.8 
17. heavy 55.2 
18. rough 59.0 
19. memor,. 60.6 
20. hou8e 61.4 
21. trouble 61.6 
22. re11g10n 62.2 
23. hard 67.6 
24. deep 69.8 
25. "lab. 70.0 
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significanoe. and relation to general mental ability. The test showed hieb re-
liability for specific features: time and recall correlated in moderate degree 
with I. Q.t the adjective-noun re.ponse was found to be characteristic of psyche. 
neurotic I , and individual response of psychotics; adjective-noun and individual 
response were found to correlate negatlve17. 
Thus. two almo.t diametrioally opposed modifications of the word a.8~ 
eiation teChni~e were utilised in \he atuA7 of disturbance. in aasoclation. ~ 
eaCh worker felt his technique was successful. Seoord (51) .ought an objective 
word association teOhnique even differently ~ did fendler. and stll1 con-
atructed his own word l1st as did ~8enck:. Rowner, Secord uaed hom0DJms. The 
purpose of h1a st'047 wa.s twofold: to devhe a method whereby speoially can .. 
stmcted word association test, could be soored with maximum objectivity. and tc 
develop a useful measure of bodily concern. 
Steps in construction ot the homo~ word a •• ociation test inoluded 
the following I (a) The seleotion and definition of \he variable which the ex-
~ 
perimenter wiahed to measure; (b) !he oompilation of a l1at of homon,ma each of 
of 
which had one or more meanings pertaining to the variable and one or more not 
pertaining to the variable; (0) !he administration of the 11st to large groups 
of subjeot. with instructions to write down the first word that oocurred to them 
upon oral pre.entatlon of each homo~: (d) ~e application of item analysi. 
procedure. to achieve internal consistency; and (e) T.ntatl~e Validation of the 
The homoDJm technique proved highly sucoe'stul in achieving objectlv-
ity in scoring; ~e correlation between Seoord and each of iwoindependent 
scorers was .99 in both 1nstances. !he teat was interpreted a8 a measure of ~e 
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degree of body-cathexis characteristic of the individual. Data which lent tent-
ative aupport to this Interpretation oonslated primarl17 of a demonstration of 
Oongruence between aoores obtained by the test and results obtained from widely 
dlfferent approachea; I.e., the Rorsohach test and a body acceptance scale. 
In a senae. the previously mentioned works of .,aenck. fendler. and 
Secord Interested them.elvel in the word a8sooiation technique itself. and in 
modifying the technique. they hoped to achieve their Various goals. More 1'8-
cently, the shift of emphasis in the free word aS80ciation technique baa been 
away from the teat and directed toward the subjeot. More specifically, these 
recent workers have been etudying certain dynamic aspects of personality and the 
manifestation of these d1namllUls through the word aasociation teohnique. McGin-
n1es- atudy (38) of personal value. as determ1nants of word al.oclat10n8 i. an 
example. To secure indices of value orientation. McG1nnies administered the 
Allport-Vernon Study of Values to 25 male and female students at Radcliffe and 
Harvard. As 8,mbols of eaoh of the 8ix values measured b1 the 8cale, }b words 
were cho.en by agre.ment of three judges famillar with the Spranger categorie •• 
of 
An interval of leTeral weeks elapsed between administration of the value scale 
and the experimenh.l prooedure. 
In order to analyze the data. 1.e •• the responses. MoGinnies devised 
a sevenfold cla.sifioatlon syatem which .eemed to enoompa8s all of the subJect.' 
responses. The categorie8 whioh were adopted aa descriptive of the association 
responses are a. followl' 
1. Oovaluant re.pon.es, re8ponae. olearly related to the lame valUG 
area as the sttmulus word. Included were synonyms. 
2. Contravaluant responses, the subject responded with a 'Word. 'WhIch 
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was opposite in meaning or connotation (examplet profane - sacred). 
3. lilYaluaUve response., those .ssoclatloas which made an appraisal 
of the Itimulua word. Example. of such a response are "good." "bad,- or "nlce' 
applied to &n7 stimulus word. 
4. Egocentrio re.poase.s a personal or subJeotive reapon.e to the 
stlmulu8 word. such al 'mother' to 'loving." or ftme- to 'dominate." 
5. Blooked reaponses; failure to .s.ooiate to a partioular stimUlus 
word. 
6. Repeat reapon.e., repeated .t1mul.u •• 
7. Mi.cellanecue: all other respell.e •• 
Acoordi~ to the Allport-Vernon Study of Values score, highly valued 
words gave riae to proportionately more covaluant and evaluative aasociatioAa. 
Stimulus vordl representing areas of low value tended to arouse proportionately 
more contravaluant and m1scellaneous responses. MoGinnies oonoluded that the 
subject has a general .et to respond in terms of his major values; he therefore 
makes assooiations whioh are congruent with hi. value orientation. 
Jia1gh (29) oorroborated KoGlnnle. t work in oonfirm1D8 that personal 
values are lelective factors in perception. 
The subject·. mood. instead of personal valueq. was the baaia of Dous-
field'a ItudT (19). Re t •• ted two related hypotheaea simultaneoualy, (a) With 
pleasant mood there i. a facilitation of verbal associative re.ponse. having 
pleasant affecUye value, (b) With unpleasant mood 'tihere i8 a facilitation ot 
verbal a •• oclatiye reapon.e. having unpleaeani aftec~ive value. A ~otal of 994 
.tudent •• erved a8 subject. in the experiment. !he subjeots rated 'heir moods 
on a plua fly. to minus fl.& baaia. plua flY8 indicatlnc that one feels a& well 
as possible. and minus five indicating ~t one teels as bed a8 possible. !he 
subjeots were also aeked to 11st on paper verbal assooiate8 ot the tollowing 
oategorie., (a) pleasantly toned items; (b) unpleasantly toned items; and (o) 
neutrally toned !.tame. lllach ",oup listed ltems in but one of these categOries. 
Signals were given at succe.sive two minute intervals at which each subJeot 
indioated~ls progress by drawing a line under \he las' item he had written. 
The data appeared to support both hJpothesea. but support for the 
tirst was more evident ~ tupport tor the second. Bousfield explained the 
difference as being a result of a greater amount of expendable energy with high 
moodl. !heretore, this ener&7 allowed for greater productlon of all three 
classee of assoclate. by high moods. 
iricksen (26) investigated individual dlfference. in response to ego-
threat. and the effect of the.e differenoe. upon the peroeptual reoognition of 
ego-threatening Ittmul!. fwo .ub~.xperlment. were involved. Izperiment I was 
a memory for 1ncompleted taek.. Sixty-one Johns Ropkins students were subjects, 
. ~ 
and the 14 tasks were designed so that each eubject would be luccessful on half 
of 
and faU the oiller half. !fhe .ubJeot. were 41 vided into an experimental (ego-
involved) group and a control (non ego ... iavolved) group. Ix:periment II deter-
mined the relation between al.ociation time and recognition threshold for 
varioua vords. 
Ericksen telt that the main eftect of ego involvement on the reoall 
of completed verSU8 incompleted tasks vas to lncrease greatlT the group variance 
AlthoU&h the experimental group recalled relatively more completed tasks than 
dld the control group, the most marked d1fference was their greater variability. 
The increase in variance with ego envolvement reflected marked individual 
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differences in response to threat. 
Individuals woo responded to ego-threat in Experiment I with a high 
success-io-failure recall ratio showed considerably larger correlations between 
their associatlon t1me and recognition thresholds for words \han did lndividuals 
with low success-to-tailure ratios. Ericksen interpreted this &1 demonstrating 
the role of ditferent eco defenses in the perception ot ego-threatening stimuli. 
Oarlson (20) bJpotheslzed that individual difference. ln the recall 
ot word assooiation te.t wordl could be utilized as an independent meaaure of 
perlonality_ Re te1t that memory is affected by the emotional implication ot 
the material to be remembered. Iteml produclng association disturbance. in a 
word association te.t may be potentially threatening to \he individual. since 
they are thought to relate to anxiety-laden, repressed material. !his orienta-
tion toward \he test led Oarlson to the notion that items prodUCing association 
disturbances mar be more dIfficult to remember than neutral iteml. fo test thil 
hypothesls t Oarlson utilized questionnaire material, a word association test. 
and a recall test tor the stimulus words in telting 9; oollege studtnt8 a. sub-
Ject.. Selective recall scorea were computed to reflect each subject's relative 
tendena,r to recall worde with anorter reaction times and word. without repro-
duction failures. 
These recall acoree were somewhat low in reliabIlIty. but individual 
ditferences tended to be related in a consistent WaT to the questionnaire vari-
ables, hysteria, p8ychasthenia, cyclothymia, and memory for pleasant ve~8 un-
pleasant exneriencea. !he multiple correlation between these questiOnnaire 
variable. and reproduction tailures reoall was statistically significant with 
reaction t1me recall partialled out. The multiple correlation between the 
• 
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questionnaire variables and reaction time recall was not significant with re-
production failures recall partialled out. Only psychasthenia was significantl, 
predicted from the beet combined estimate of reaction t1me and reproduction 
failures recall. Oarlson concluded from these results that, IMemory for word 
association 'e.tltems 1s not due entirely to the characteristic of the stimulus 
words but.is determined in part by factora in the organization of the indlvld-
ual's personality." 
Laftal (36) tested two hypotheses concerning the learning and reten-
tion ot worda with association disturbances. The tirst hypothesi. assumed no 
difterence in the number of trials required to learn words with association 
disturbances aDd words without as.ociation disturbances to a given criterion. 
The second hypothesi. a8sumed no difference 1n the retention ot words with asso-
eiation diaturbance. and words without a8sociation disturbances over varying 
periods ot time. Eighty college males were used as subjects. and each wal givel 
a one hundred word association t.at. From the results of this teat, ten words 
with aSSOCiation disturbances. and ten WOrdl without association dlaturbancel 
~ 
were selected for each subject. and the words were arranged in a list, each 
word being paired with a picture. 'he subjeot learned to give the word lu re-
sponse to a pres.ntatlon ot the picture. Separate groupe of twenty Bubjects 
each were oalled back at intervals of 15 minutes, 2 day., 4 days, and 7 days 
after learning, and alked to reoall as ~ of the learned words a. they could 
in a tree recall period lasting five minutes. 7011oving thls t each subJeot was 
required to relearn the paired a •• ociate8. 
It was found that disturbing words took significantly more trials to 
learn that neutral worda. !he data suggested that there was no ditference in 
retention of disturbing and neutral words which could be attributed to the di8-
turbance factor. 
!he repression explanation of disturbances on the word association 
test wal supported b~ the finding that disturbing worda took aigniflcant17 
longer to learn than neutral words. Possible explanations of the failure of 
clear retention dlfterences for the two type8 of words to appear were: 
(1) !he anxlet~ associated with the disturbing words. which was re-
sponsible for the inltial dlfferenoe in learning, was permanently reduced ln the 
learning, and hence 4id not influence the retention measure. 
(2) Anxiety was not a major factor in prodUCing competing responses 
in the original learnlnc of the disturbing words. 
Latfal (37) in a later study related reproduction failure. in word 
asso01ation aa a funotion of response entropy_ Although this faot vas tacitly 
accepted in ol1nical use. of the teat. few researchers ha~e attempted to experl-
mentally confirm ita .alue in diagnostiC efforta. Latfa! uaed etghty male 
~ 
college students at the University of Iova as subjects. He administered the 
of 
word a.8001ation teat in the usual manner. followed by a retest vith a request 
to repeat the original response. The data suggested to Latfal that response 
faults vere largely a function of the nature of the aasociational responae 
hierarchy of the stimulus word. Response taults were most likely to oocur where 
there were many competing respon'e, in the respon.e hierarchy. and less likely 
to occur where there were s·trongly dominant responses in the hlerarchT. Latfal 
felt that such an analyaia dld not completely rule out the role of emotional 
factors in the production of response disturbances. It would seem, howe~er. 
that emotional factors might be most reasonably adduced to explaln response 
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faults only in words with strongly dominant responses. In such cases the fault 
~ight reflect the subjectfs need to avoid dominant response. Laffal concluded 
that •• Words which produce many different responses and have high entropy re-
sponse hierarchies are not good criterion words for ascertaining emotional dis-
tu~bances. I 
Little mention has been made as yet of the role of the word associ-
ation technique in actual clinical application as well as clinical research. 
In the former, Jung and Freud have made this technique the cornerstone of their 
respective therapeutic techniques. In regard to clinical research, the appli-
cation of the word association technique in the study of schizophrenia is pre-
ponderant. !his would naturally follOW from Bleulerts thesis that the primary 
symptom of schizophrenia is "looseness of association,- as well as Jungls theais 
that words are symbols of reality, and a maladaptation to reality would predi-
cate a maladaptation in the use of symbols. Later work by Goldstein, Sherer. 
Bender. et. al., involving the thesis that the schizophrenic could not abstract 
~ 
but instead tended to confabulate, and fragmented his perceptions into discrete 
of 
parts and various other aberrant perceptual and responsive difficulties, pointed 
up the favorable possibilities for the use of the word association technique. 
Moran (44) conducted an interesting experiment in which he compared 
vocabulary knowledge and usage among normals and. schizophrenics. It provided an 
intensive comparative analysis of the understanding and use of word meanings. 
Eight hypotheses concerning alleged specific distortions in the sohizophrenic's 
understanding of word meanings were tested. The performance of forty matched 
pairs of schizophrenics and control subjects on a s~ attery of verbal 
_~\STOW~~ 
tests was compared. Iach pair was matched fO('1~sler-Bell~~ abulary raw 
V U~f~~~~~ 1: 
~~. ----------------------------~ 
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scoro. ago, sex. and eduoational level. All tests in the special battery were 
built around a common core of 25 familiar words. !he battery included tests of 
definitions, synonyms, sentence construction, similarities, analogies. and word 
association. 
A comparison of the performance b~ the normals and schizophrenics 
showed the. following differences: (a) !he sohizophrenio was significantly le.I 
precise in his understanding of word meanings. !his was most evident in his 
relative failure to differentiate between word meanings. (b) The schIzophrenic 
was less able to use hi. words as conceptual instruments. e. g.t his ability to 
form verbal conoepts and to reason in analogies teats appeared impaired. (c) 
The schizophrenic's ability to integrate words into meaningful communications 
anneared impaired. although he may Idefine· the same words in the eame way that 
.. , 
the control subject does. 
Moran conoluded that, '!bese results .upport the theories of Yacor-
z~.kl. Cameron. and Goldstein concerning the nature of the achizophrenicts un-
derstanding and use of word meanings.- It was noted, however. tha'~the differ-
ences in the schizophrenic's understanding of word meanings were not large 
enough to be diagnostic. Deapite group differences, there remained an exten-
sive "overlap' in group performances of the 8chisophrenio and normal groups. 
In an investigation of the vocabulary performance of schizophrenic., 
Moran. Moran, and Blake (45) studied the qualitative faotors. The Waohaler-
Bellevue vocabulary te.t was administered to a matched group of normals and 
IChlzophrenlca. The following ·clues- were derived trom a qualitative analysi. 
ot the result., 
1. leologlams; (brim· obtrusing obJect) 
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2. Peculiar verbalization: (Join. JoIn to, Bome segmented instance) 
3. Incoherent. bizarre: (microscope· germ under eye tooth) 
4. Irrelevancies, (bacon. thinly Illced meat. animal meat usually) 
5. PerleTeration 
6. Cl8J:Ig: (cbaUel. talk. chatter) 
.7.. Personal reference I (cushion = something, 1'm not lUting on) 
S. Distant: (seclude. office affair) 
9. labul1zingJ (nail = nail the.e thingl - grow inward and outward 
and grow sore.) 
10. Wild gues.e.: (affection. something of a 11ght) 
11. Loose, expansive: (mioroscope = a soienttfic invention) 
12.. Vague. contused I (plural. stand. for 80me word of lome ldnd) 
13. Concretes (joln. to JOin a club or lom.thing) 
Whiteman (56) bypath.lhed ~at the schizophrenio defioU relative to 
normals is greater on locial conoeptual problema than on formal conceptual prob-
lems. By 'formal" he meant an abstraction which 18 common to a number of non-
of 
interpersonal situations, and which is capable of describing aspects of such 
situations in (a) physical, psyohopb7s1cal. or q,uantitaUve terms, auch as 
volume, color. and number, or (b) logical relational term., such as concepts 
based on principle. of hierarchical classification like species-genus, or re-
lational concepts like amiddleness,," By a "soclal concept" Whiteman meant an 
abstraction which 1s common to a number of situations involving people, and 
which is capable of de.cribing aspects of such altuat10ns in terms of the 
functional relationships exhibited by people 1n the1r mutual interaction. 
TWo formal ooncept tests (one verbal and one performance) and a 
,-
~------------------------------------------------------
~lctorlal social concept test were administered to 31 schizophrenics and 31 
~ormal controls matched with respect to age, education, sex. and vocabulary 
score. !he populations were then equated atatiat1cal11 and through direct match-
lAgS on the formal concept score8. 
Significant difference. in favor of the controls were obtained between 
the two gr~p. on both tJpe8 of test. However. schizophrenic decrement on the 
soclal concept test proTed 81gnlflcant17 greater than decrement on the formal 
concept teah. Thb d1fferential decrement obtained wbether time.d or unt1med 
scores of the. soolal concept teat were used as dependent variables. 
Whiteman concluded from bis results ~t, "As an explanatory bypaths-
sis. the concept ot lmpai.rment of an abstract attUude 18. by itself. insuffi-
cient to accoUDt tor the selectlve sChisophrenic impairment on the social con-
cept teat. The latter decrement has been interpreted as' lendlfl& presumptive 
support to a theoreUcal pod tion which also streue. the importance of aoclal 
withdrawal as a detrlmeat of cognitive functloning ln schizophrenla. 1 
~ 
Meadow, Greenblatt. and Solomon (42) designed an experiment to test 
of 
tbe hypotheais tbat the concepta, "looseness of assoolation" and -impairment ot 
abstraotion,· refer to closely related empirioal phenomena. Thus, the experi-
manters were attempting to tntegrate two heretotore separate. theoretical inter-
pratatlona of the intellectual defect in sohizophrenia. 
The procedure consisted in correlating several tests of -impairment of 
abstraction" with a test of "looseness of association." All 'eats were admin-
iatered to each patient twice within a two-week period to determine reliabillty. 
The testa .eleoted tor "impairment of abstraction' were an object 
lorting. a neutral and emotional proverb te.t. and the similarities test of the 
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Wechsler-Bellevue. For 'looseness of assooiation,- a free verbalization test 
was devised, and a measure of looseness of as.ociation derived from it. The pro 
cedure for administration oonsisted of a modified freudian free association 
method. An index of -loosenea. of association' was derived from an analyais of 
the protoools of the free assooiation teat • 
. The data lndicated that the greater the Dlooseness of assooiation,' 
the greater the impairment in abstraction. Oorrelation coeffioients ranged from 
.21 to .68. The results were interpreted by the writers to suggest that impair-
ment of abstraction and looseness of aSSOCiation were closely linked aspects of 
thought disturbance in chronio sohizophrenio subJeots and probably characterized 
tho.e patients with poor prognosis. 
Ohordoff and Mus.en (22) reported on a stud7 of the qualitative 
aspects of vocabular,r responses of normals and schizophrenics, but they used a 
substantially different technique and different tests \han dld Moran, Moran, 
and Blake in a previously reported experiment. Forty schizophrenics and forty 
normal subjects were equated in sex. age. and education. fhe tests~U8ed were 
the Shipley-Hartford Tooabularr and Retreat SCale, and a speCially constructed 
vooabu1ary te8t. In this latter test. each vocabulary item wal accompanied b7 
four oorrect definitions. each 01 a different type. and subjeots were instructed 
to ohooae the be.t one of the four correct responses. For each word, 86 in all, 
cla88, description, example, and function definitions were constructed. For ex-
ample. the vord -ball- was defined as: (1) athletic equipment (class); (2) 
round and made of rubber (description); (3) baseball (example); and (4) to play 
with (function). 
Comparisons of the responses of the two groupe showed that schizo-
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phrenics selected a significantly greater number of function and example type. 
of definition. The.e were oonsidered inferior types of definitions. Normals 
chose aignlflcant17 more olass definitions ~11ch were considered superior defi-
nitions. Desoription definit10n. were ohosen with about equal frequency by both 
groups. 
1!he order of preference for the delini tion type were about the earne 
for the two groups. Bo\h groups seleoted 01a8s and description types of defini-
tion more frequently \ban the other two types. Among the deacriptlon definl-
tions, thoee selected more frequeatl1 by schizoPhrenica tended to be of a low 
conceptual level, whereas \hose selected more frequently by normals tended to be 
of a higher conceptual level. 
The correlation be "tween the conceptual quotient of the Shipley-Hart-
ford Vocabula17 and Retreat Soale and the frequency of s'election of each defini-
tion type revealed that with increased deterioration or 109s of mental effi-
ciancy, there was an increased tendency to ohoose inferior definitions. 
f 
These findings led the writers to oonclude that. "The 'vocabulary ot 
of 
the abnormal or deteriorated patient merely appears unchanged; actually it 1s 
qu&11 taU vel~' different tr01l1 the vooabulaq performance of normals. C11nical17, 
this would se.m to mean that a patient's vocabulary test Bcore alone gives an 
lnadeqUl~te picture of his performance. QpalltatlYe aspects and the conceptual 
level of his response. must be consldered." 
In a very provocative study of schizophrenic language and thought in 
a teet of imagination, Balken (18) developed a. technIque requiring a response 
which recombined and reintegrated past experience. in a novel W87. ~U8. the 
subject was called upon tor considerable neo-cognition or generation ot new 
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cognition. It also permitted responding with reproductive cognition to an ap-
preciable extent. such al autobiographical or biographical anecdotes. Balken 
concluded that. 'The content of the verbal productions of \he schizophrenic 
patient is derived almost exclusively from reproductive cognition.' 
The rationale for this oonclusion by Balken stems from the achizo-
phrenic's perception of the world and of himself. To the schizophrenic patient. 
the external world ia a dread, undifferentiated infinitude which fitful17. hap-
hazardly, and accidentally calls forth items from the undifferentiated intini-
tude of past exper1enoes. Balken oontends that most of these items have been 
mainly and merely -liVed' experiences; this is espeCially true of those items 
that pertain to affect and to intra-and-extra bo¢1 sentience -- items that never 
posseased the qualtties of olearness and determinatenels and direct or 1nferen-
t1al awareness, which reproductive cognition muat possess if it 1s to aerve as 
a balla for the generation of new cognition. As a result. many of the items 
evoked by the undifferentiated infinitude of external reality have been directly 
~ 
or inferentially apprehended or -known" and. may or may not have atta~ned the 
level of verbal awareness and verbal articulation. It would follow, then, ac-
cording to Balken. that all t)"pea of items tend wiUl the passage of time to be-
come le88 and le8$ determinate. and with this lessening of determinateness and 
clearness tend to become more and more equivalent. In add! tiOll, they become 
fused with late experienoes of both the "livedU and directly or inferentially 
apprehended types. !hus. experiences trom all levels of development tend to 
merge into an undifferentiated mass ill wh1ch there are neither 81milar1ties nor 
d1fferenoe •• 
The schizophrenic 18 stirred to action by an anxiety which mayor maT 
not have been accentuated by the circumstanoes of the new situation. However, 
anxiety restricts awareness of distinotions between the self and objeots. and 
affeots and strivings in and of themselves do not provide even a very rough 
guide to action -- thel indicate that something must be done but not what is to 
be done. As in the normal, the sohizophrenio applies items from his vast reper-
toire of sensuous. somatic. 1maginal, and emotional material. But their appli-
cation 1s fitful, hit-or-miss, and ineffeotive. and without awareness of d18-
tinotlons between himself and others and without awareness of the ends nece.aar, 
to alter the situation whioh 18 affecting him -~ and with time but an endless 
letharC1t having no past. present. or future ~- hi. utilization of past experi-
enees, both Illved l and "known,' never attains the qualities neoessar,r for the 
apprehension and integration of new relations. Oonsequently, anything of any 
nature from the dread external infinitude can evoke anything of ~ nature from 
the equally dread. internal. undifferentiated infinitude of items indiscrimin-
ately fused from all levels of experience. Schi_ophren1c experience 1s thus 
merelT relived Ilived l experienoe. 
Balken then concludesl 
The widely accepted views regarding \he basic disturbanoe in schizo-
phrenia may be revised in line with the many evidenoes presented. !he 
ev1dences are, perhaps, redundant and overlapping and at the same t1me 
involve many omisaiona or reservations and qualifications of interpreta-
tion. SeverthelesB, 1n relating these eVidences one to the other and to 
other psychological eVidenoe. a& well as to the clinioally. empirically 
established facta regarding the peculiarities of soh1aophrenio language 
and thought. it beoomes apparent that the basic disturbanoe in sohizo-
phrenia 1& in the ·psychologioal relation.· or in the awareness of d1s-
tinction between subjeot and object. and not an "inability to oategorize" 
or a -regression to prelog1oal thinking" or the llke. (17) 
In 1945 Schafer (49) presented a study of thought processes in a word 
association test on the basis of the then un!XLbllshed work being done by him-
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selt, Rapaport, and GIll at the MennInger Clinic. According to Schafer's manner 
ot evoking the thought process.s whIch occurred in the course of a word & •• oc1-
ation teat, these processes had an analytIc and a .ynthetic phase. In the 
analytio phase, the stimulus idea was broken down into its memory and failing 
connotations. Although theae connotation. were not usually consciously dlscrim-
inated or yerbalized. they constItuted the material from which a respon.e evolv-
ed. In the synthetic phase, a final choice ot idea and ite verbal formulation 
came about. 
The course of the associative process was directed by a number of 
determinants. lirat. the nature ot the stimulus mat.rial: in the word list 
Schafer used. the atimuli were m08tly nouns. and he found that the preparatory 
and final associations dealt to a large extent with AOunS. that 1s, the names 
of objects and their connotations. !he lecond determinant was the test instruct 
ions: he emphasIz.d speed, one-word reactions. and no aelectionof r.spon •••• 
but rather the tirst word coming to consciousness. !he subject,. however. 
usually interpreted the instruction. to mean that th.Ir associations mu.t "make 
~ 
senae." The results seemed to indioate that even subjects who did not care 
about making senae nevertheless had associationa which tollowed a course of ao-
ceptable oonceptual r.lationships. The third d.terminant seemed to be the 
emotional memories ot past experienoes of the subject which were the main 
source of associative material. The fourth determinant indicated that the con-
ventlonal conoeptual patterns which the thought ,roo.ss appeared to follow made 
for much inter-individual ldentit1 of response. !he tifth determinant waa the 
emotional17-rooted antioipations of the subjeot: the ,eleotion of memories and 
final reapen •• s fulfilled the anticipation associated with each stimulus idea. 
The sixth determinant vas the degree ot disorganization of thinking pre.ent and 
the extreme ln which 1t took It. torm. This disorganiZation oould be manlte.ted 
by blooking, inertia, or in a 1008e17 knit. fluid train of associations. Block-
ing made tor response. conceptually olose to the .timulus word, ¥btle extreme 
fluidity made for response. conceptually distant from the stimulus word. !he 
seventh determinant was the presence or absence ot conflict or high emotional 
charge in oonnection with the stimulus idea; .tlmulus words with connotations 
touchiDg upon uaual17 conflict-arousing .ets of ldeal (sexual, aggre.sive, 
paternal, etc.) were the most 11ke17 to disrupt 'the aBsociative process and mad. 
for aberrant reaotions. 
Schafer concluded, RIn general, the stronger the detense ot the ego. 
the more vill the attitude of oonforming with the instructions and adhering to 
conventional conoeptual patterns dominate the oourse of the associative process; 
the weaker \he deten.e. of the ego, the more will deep-lying aftects or repreS8-
ed ldeaB pnah their representatlves lnto consciousnes •• or at least .ignal their 
presence b7 diaturblDg the associatlve process and oauslng a departure trom oon-~ 
venitonal conoeptual relationships.-
In a olinical evaluation of a word association test. Schafer (49) tel' 
that the teat found its most fruittul applioation when anal7Sed ln terma ot the 
relationship between atimulna and reaction words. Bormal subjects, and to a 
le.ser extent. neurotic subjects adhered to conveatlonal oonceptual relatlon-
ships in their reaction. This concept-formation aspect of responses appeared 
automatic. The disturbances in tormal relationahipa took the torm of adhering 
close17 to the sttmulua word, or wandering too tar aWAT from it before a re-
action was verbalized. A massing of either of these usual17 indicated a 
",--
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psychosis. although even a tew extremely distant reactions -- but not too ex-
treme -- were usually symptomatiC ot the presence ot contlict with respect to 
the ideas connoted b,. the stimulus word. involved. Other symptoms of disturbanoe 
specific or generalized, could be seen in long reaction time. and talse repro-
ductions of the original reaction vords. Schafer concluded. 'The hope that 
assooiation tests can directly eliolt content of the subject's confliots vhioh 
will be clear in his choice of reaction word ahould be abandoned and attention 
focussed on the \hought prooe.se. cf the subject as they tind expresslon in the 
associative process ••• et ott by the atimulua vord. under standard inatructionsJ 
Rapaport, Gill, and ~terla (13) approach to the word association 
technique and its application tor clinical aDd/or diagnostic purpose. involved 
the usual Jungian technique. However. from Orbisonls original list, the writers 
derived a slxty wordliat whlch the,. administered to one hundr.d and tlfty sub-
jects and various clinical groups. 
From the data eliolted. Rapaport. Gill. and Schafer trichotomized the 
associative process lnto thr.e s.parate pha.... Mind-set or antioi~ation vas 
listed as the firat phase. and thie vas the result of the lnstructions given to 
the subjects. The .econd phase of the aS800iatlve process vas oalled BanalytlcJ 
The subjects unconsciously analyzed the stimulus word ln terme of past memoriea. 
ei ther in the form of ideas or affecta. fbe third pha.e was called the .yn ... 
thetic phase in whlch a preconsoious determination to ohoose one response word 
whlch met the requirements ot the test instructions vas involved. The writers 
hypotheslzed that in the synthetiC phase, oonventional response. would be 
ell01ted from normal persons. 
Dlsturbances in &nT one of the three assooiatlve phase. were consider-
"...-
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ad of greater diagnostio significance than the response word Iteelf, and \heor-
etically thes. disturbance. refleoted some oonflict or a weakness of the ego. 
The response. \hems elves were analyzed in terms of five categories: (1) olose 
reactions or haltIng of the analytlc phase; (2) distant reactions. or interfer-
ence in the synthetic phase; (3) ccntent analysis, or massing of disturbances in 
a group of .responses; (4) reproduction disturbance.; and (5) the complex indi-
cators. 
The writers reported their findings in terms of percentage comparisons 
between various clinical group. and the group of 151 highway patrolmen who aerve 
as their normal .ample. They were able to discriminate between normal and ab-
normal subJecta cn the baais ot the word association teat but felt that no 
eneralizations oould be made because of limited sampling. 
Bruner aDd Postman (20) studied the emotional. 8elect1v1ty 1n percepo-
tion and reaotion. !hey administered a 99 word word-assooiation teat to 19 Bar-
ard and Ra4cllffe undergraduate.. An anal.7a1s of the data indicated that 
variationa in 88lociative reaction time were Intimately linked to alterations ot 
of 
perceptual reaponses to emotionally charged atimull. Both perception and a8SO-
iation appeared to be governed in eMotional situations by a common .et of 
principles. According to Bl"Wler and Postman. "!he equivalence of perceptual 
defense and associat1ve blockage 1s apparent. SQggestlve parallels to percept-
ual .endtization are not lacking among the phenomena of associative reacUon." 
bnormally abort reaction times. fast clang reactions, and rapid repetitions ot 
stimulus words were regarded by the writers as manifestations of reactive aensi-
tizations. Sensitization and defense were considered as principles applicable 
to both perceptual and reactive behaTior. Thus, the authors telt that in the 
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aervice of a oentral process -- adjustment to potential anxiet~ -- both percep-
tion and assooiation functioned equivalently. 
hicksen and Laza.rus (25) oompared perceptual defense by means of pro-
jeotive testa. Thirty-flve P81Choneurotlc patlents and a like number of college 
students were used al subjects in the studT. !hey were administered an es-
peoially cpnatructed word assooiatlon test of 89 words. It began and ended with 
ten neutral words, and an additional ten neutral words oocurred in the middle of 
the list. Ten aggressive, ten succorant, and ten homosexual words were scatter-
ed throughout the aeries, separated by additional neutral worda. In addition tc 
the word association test. a Rorschach concept choice test which resembled the 
teating of the 11mits technique wal given each subject. 
Analysis of the data showed that disturbance acore. on the word a.so-
oiation tea' for aggression and succorance were significantly related to the 
tendency of subjeots to reject corresponding conoepts on the Rorsohachtest. 
The experiment confirmed the familiar clinical belief that failure to make cer-
tain kinds ot interpretations of projective material may reflect emotional d18-
of 
turbance toward ~t material. 
Weider. Mittleman. Brodman, Wech.ler, and Wolff (54) developed a word 
association test tor screening purposes and called it the Oornell Word 7orm. ~ 
earlier form had been used by the military in screening p8ychologicall~ unfit 
recruits at induction eta'ions. !he authors telt ~t the feeling tone ot the 
response.. a8 well as the COJDJIlonne.s or uncOBlllonnees of response.. reflected an 
individual'. adjustment to life situations. from a previous study the authors 
analyzed 180 sttmulu. words and found 29 worda which discriminated slgnificant}J 
at the .01 level of confidence between a group of 100 cIvilian psychiatrio 
I 
i! 
I 
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patients and a normal civilian group. !he authors added 51 "bufter- words, 
making a total of 80 st1mulus words and 1&0 response words. The task for the 
subject was to choose the response word which reminded him most of the stimulus 
word. An analysis of the test scores of seventy medical students and thirty 
nurses yielded a test-retest reliability coefficient of f.BO. when the e~t7 
words wer~ administered one week apart. 
Saslow and Shoebe (48) administsred the Cornell Word Form to 337 
p.yohiatr10 patient •• hospitalized and nonboapitalissd. and to one hundred 
normals. !hey were able to screen 53~ of the patients t but oul7 3~ of the one 
hundred normal •• 
Several studies on the eftect of convulsive therap1 and hypnosis on 
word assoc1ation are reported in the literature. Janis (31) studied the changes 
in word asSOCiation reactions produced by electric convUlsive treatmente. Seven-
teen mental pattents who received a minimum of ten electriC convulsive trea .. 
ments were given a word association test betore the electro-shock series began 
~ 
a.nd again four weeks atter the 8eries ended. An equated controi group ot 17 
of 
patients who reoeived no torm of shock treatment during a comparable time lnter-
val was also adminiatered the word &8sociation test. 
Janis tound no reliable change on aA7 of the following measures of 
delaTed reactions, (a) reaponsea delay8d for three ,8conds or more; (b) re-
aponse. delaTed for five seconds or more; (c) failure to respond within the 45 
second time limit. It appeared. therefore. that eleotric oonvulsive theraw had 
no observable effeot upon the frequenoy with which del~d aS80ciations occurre4 
However. the electric convulsive therapy group exhibited a alight but atatlsti-
cally reliable 1ncrease 1n certain types of dev1ant assoc1ation8: (a) remote or 
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idiosyncratio associations; (b) stimulus rapetititons; and (c) multi-word re-
sponses. 
The eleotric oonvulsive therapy group exhibited a statistically r8l1-
able inorease in detective reproductions of the word association responses, 
indicating \hat as a result of electro-shock treatment., the patients tended to 
give a poo,rer performance on \he reproduction te.t. 
From a qualitative examination of the three t7P88 of deviant associ-
ations which were found to increase tollowing electric convulsive therapy. 1t 
appeared that a primary characteristic was failure to maintain the "task-set" 
(imposed by the word association test instructions) which was necessary for pro-
dUCing habitual association responses. The results on detective reproduction 
of word aSlociation reactlons were oonslstent with this interpretation on the 
assumption ~t if the "task-let" was not maintained, ~e associations were not 
llkely to be stable. habitual ones. Oonsequently, Janis telt the results of 
\his investigation lent tentative support to the following hypothesis. ·!he 
~ 
post-treatment amneaias and related difficulties in producing personal memories 
of 
following eleotric convulsive treatments MaT arise from a basiC disturbance in 
recall processes t consisting of an increased tendency to produce spurious. 1r-
releTant associations which interfere with the production of the habitual al80-
ciations necessary for evoking the recall of personal past experiences." 
Graham (28) used the Kent-Rosanoff test 1n a batter,y designed to 
measure the effects of insulin therapy. The battery included an abbreviated 
form of the Stanford-Binet test. the Rorschach test, and a group form of the 
Kent-Rosanotf telt. Fifteen patients were tested before and atter insulin 
therapy. Graham tound that in general the patlents averaged more common and 
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fewer individual responses on the word association test after insulin treatment 
than before. 
Schneck, Shakow. and Lively (51) utilized the Xent-Rosanoff teat. in 
conjunction with other personality indice., in an attempt to measure change. 
produced b7 metrozol and insulln therapy_ fnelr attempt to use the word .8.0-
eiation t~.t tor prognoltic purposes in shock therapy was not lucceeatul. 
In a study ot the effect ot hypnosis in relation to the word assocl-
ation teat, Kline and SchAeck (34) utilized ten pS7chlatric patient. and ten 
students. The writers used a modified torm ot "the Rapaport technique. Instead 
ot using firs, the as.ociative phase followed by the reproductive phase. the 
associative pha.e was given twice in consecutive administrations. Test re-
sponse. were evaluated fcr (a) reaction time disturbance; (b) associative alter-
ationl. and (c) qualitative associatlon disturbance.. !be results indicated 
that ~enever hypnosis was introduced into the teating situation. similar trends 
in responae patterns were noted among both the patient and nonpatlent popula-
~ 
tion, although the tendenc7 was toward a more marked variation in the hypnotic 
~ 
patient group. MaJor indications included (a) a marked increase in the inci-
dence ot associative alternations in the hypnotiC administration; (b) increase 
in the percentages of fast reaction times and a decrease in slow reaction tim •• 
in the nypnotlc adminiltration. 
Wyatt (56) made an ana17si8 ot the relation.hip between education and 
word association, although hi. Main concern waa to determine whether an abridgec 
ana17si8 ot a free word aasoclation test could yield as valuable results aa 
would an elaborate anal7s1a. Two parallel forms of a free aSSOCiation teat. 
each containing 110 word., were administered in group form. fhe instructions 
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were that the eubject write down the first word vhich the stimulus word brought 
to mind. The first test WAS administered to 446 subjects, 75 of each eex from 
.eventh grade, 87 of each sex from h~ school. 26 of each .ex from college, 
and 35 of each sex from busine.s. The second te.t was given to 510 .ubjects, 
SO of each .ex trom seventh grade, 87 of each sex frcm high school, 53 of each 
sex from college, and 35 of each .ex trom busine.s. 
From an analysis of the results, Wyatt oonoluded that a vide range of 
stimulus worde vlth a shortened analysis, confined to the moat sex-contrasting 
responses. vas more informative than a toll anal1sis ba.ed on a narrow range of 
st1mulus vorda. 
An analysis of the responses of the male group indioated that the 
seventh grade croup poeasssed more marked preference for male person aasociates 
than the college group. The budnes8 group obtained mars typioally male re-
sponses than the male college group. The female bUsine8S group se ... dto pre-
fer adornment and dreas assooiates more distinotively than either the high 
.ohool or oollege groupe. 1 
In 1929 Mile. and Terman (43) surveyed the reported differenoe. be-
tween the aexes in the a .. oclation of ideas aa demonstrated by the traditional 
type of word associatton. !hia analysis pointed up two factore. lirat. signi-
fioant 8ex differenoss vere observed in the quality of word assooiatioDs. 
Second. considerable dlfferenoes vere found between the respective fields of 
interest for male. and females who were considered representative of the 
general population. 
Several specific differenoes between the sexes were discovered. The 
males shoved. a slight tendency to be more 8uperflcial in their cooperativenes8 
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in responding to the test. However. the males polse •• ed greater objectivity. 
logic. and cool Judgment, compared to females who displa.yed more subjectivity. 
personal evaluation. and varm appraisal. Sex differenoel in regard to the ex-
tent of interest vere found to be negligible when groups of adequate size and 
equality of status vere compared. With regard to character of intere.t. w1de 
lex dlffer~nces prevailed siml1ar to \ho.e found when occupationally variant 
groups wi thin a single sex were compared. From \he r8sul is. M11el and !'erman 
concluded that definite sex differences existed in the aSSOCiation of ideas as 
revealed by the usual word association techn1que. !hese differences could not 
be attributed. however. to primary innate tendencies or to current social CU8-
toms. 
Noh and Guilford (47) utilized a method of continuous lists rather 
than the uaual vord aSSOCiation technique in their studY of .ex differencea. 
In the continuous 11st technique. the subjects vere asked to wr1te one hundred 
words as rapidly as theT could. )'01' their aWd.T. Joh and Guilford used ivo 
groupe: one group consisted of twenil" men and twentl' wo_n, and. another group 
of 
of thirtT .en and thirty women. !heir response words vere \abulated under 25 
headings folloviDe a classification by Jaatrow. Worda which appeared once in 
the entire number of l1sts were defined as -unique.-
The results of the studT bT loh and Guilford dld not entlrely confirm 
the findings of the ear11er research. Gontrar" to the findings of four pre-
vious lnves tigai1ona. Noh and Guilford found that men had le.. community of re-
sponse and only a slightly greater ranee of ideas ~ wo.en. Hovever, the 
writers belieyed that .ex dlfterence. in community of 1dea. would decrease it 
the size. of their groups were aubstanUally increased. !hey also believed 
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that there was some indication that the sexes were becoming more alike in the 
kind of associations given as compared to the less similar associations found 
in other studies. They felt, nevertheless. that there was a definite trend ap-
parent for men to give more concepts connoting activity in contrast to more 
static concepts given by women. Noh and Guilford also found that women com-
pleted th~ir lists in le8s time than men. They found this important because 
those lists which were finished in the shorter ttme possessed greater community 
of response. Noh and Guilford inferred a causal connection between this re-
lationship and the greater community of ideas of the temale group. 
The three previously mentioned modifications of the word association 
technique dealt primarily with the analysis of the responses. A fourth modifi-
cation. more recent in origin than the others, involved a modification of the 
presentation of the stimulus. Previously, the subject vas asked to choose the 
first response that came to mind. In the fourth modification, a -control- was 
placed upon the subject. The subject vas instructed to choose trom two or more 
possible responses which were presented to him. It was thus hoped iO establish 
a framework within which a more objective, easily measured word association 
technique could fulfill the hopes original17 felt for the free word association 
technique. 
Maller (40) is general17 credited with developing the first controlled 
association test a8 a modification of the traditional vord association test. He 
developed two equivalent forms, A and B, each consisting of a list of two hun-
dred stimulus words. Each stimulus word vas followed by a pair of words which 
represented a normal and an abnormal association; e.g., girl: woman. unhapP7. 
The subject underlined the word in each pair most closely associated in his mine 
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with the key vord. The number of abnormal words underlined represented the sub-
ject's total score. 
Malamud (39) used Mallerls controlled association test Form B in a 
study on its use a8 a screening device. ~e test was administered to 150 
normals and 150 psychotic patients. When the results were scored for the total 
number of abnormal assooiations underlined, it was possible to identify 6~ of 
the patients at the expense of misident1fying 25~ of the normals. The differ-
ence between group means proved statistically signifioant. Scored in this 
manner. the t8st appeared valid for determining group differences in degree of 
~aladjustment but was not suffioiently disoriminat1ng for soreening out individ-
unle. 
Item by item oomparisons of the associations ohosen b,y one hundred 
normals and one hundred abnormals resulted in differential veighting of gg 
items. With rescoring of these items and establishment of a outting soore of 
seven, g~ of the one hundred patients were ident1fied and 23% of the one hun-
dred normals misplaoed. When tested on new groupe, weighted scori~ resulted 
in 78% of fifty abnormals and 2~ ot fifty normals obtaining so ores at or above 
the orittcal score. These results possessed fairly satisfactory stability and 
showed oonsiderable promi.e tor individual as well as group diagnosls. 
The split-half reliability ooefficients corrected by the Spearman-
Brown formula were .19 tor one hundred normals, .94 for one hundred abnormals. 
and .91 for the two hundred normals and abnormals combined. These rellabili-
ties, according to Malamud. appeared fairly satisfactory for individual diagno-
lis. 
The mean velghted soore of one hundred and fifty normals was 4.19. 
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that of thirty good statUI patients was 12 .. 16. and that of 48 poor statu. 
patients vas 28.24. !he dlfference betveen these meallS vas in every lns\ance 
statistIcally signifioant. 
Malamud ooncluded that. 'T.be oontrolled assoclatlon te.t appears to 
possess sufficient validity and reliabIlIty as a screening d8Yice to warrant 
further .t~dy. Ita effectiveness wIth nonhoapitalized Aeurotics and the poaai-
b1l1ty of signif1cant aex differenoe8 cn lndlvidual 1tem& ought to be InvestI-
gated. A multIple choice word a •• oolatlon teat bearing a mult18coriDg charao-
ter .1milar to that of the Minnesota Multipha.I0 Per.onality Inventory or the 
Strong Vocatlonal Interest »lank _., be devised for use both in the c11nical &n( 
industrial ftelds.- (39) 
Orown (23) modified Maller's t8st b.r selecting fifty of the moat dla· 
oriminating it .. a. ne called this rev18ed test the Word OO!UlexloD. L1at and at-
tempted to e.tabllsh the valldity of thl. teat for thegros& acreening of neu-
1'010108. The experlmental group for this studT conslsted of two hun4red neurotic 
the.e being female.. ~e oontrol group consi.ted cf one hundred workers 1n a 
large industrial firm. and one hwadred friends and relaUves of .tuden\a in a 
psJCh,olCQ Cla88. Appl'oxtmately ~ of the oontrols vere female. In order to 
deWZ'Dline whether th1a ll1xing of the sexes could 'be exper1mental17 Justified. 
mean acores vere calculated for a group of 82 famales and 77 mal.. among the 
controls. !he difference between the two .eana proved '0 be insignificant. 
Intelligence and vocabulary te.ta were also given to one hundred and 
fifty of the neurotic subjects. A signifioant but low negative correlation was 
found between 8core. on the Word Oonnexion List and intelligenoe level. 81-
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though there vaa no correlation betveen ~e Word Oonne%1on L1st and vooabular,r 
tests. Differenoe. betveen \be mean 100 res of neurotics and oontrols were 
highly significant. 
An extensive item analYlis was carried out, and the valldlty and re-
liability were investigated first on teats composed ot \he bel' one hundred 
itema and then on the bea' flft7 Items. It was ooncluded that the item analysll 
'ends. although not lnYarlably. to raiae the va11dlty ot ~e test sllghtly_ !be 
fifty item te.t appeared suffioiently reliable and valid for use aa part of & 
battel7 of neurotICism teate, althoU&h further research 1s needed to cantin thE 
pover of the teat to detect nonnospl\al1zed neurotice among un.elected groupe. 
In 1952 t Orown (24) reported the findinge trom 28 1lldependent pleces 
of research whlch had used hh Word Connenon L16t. Baaed on the oombined data 
from these 28 pleoes ot research. Crown determined the following means and 
standard deviations. p..,chotlos (B = 169) 12.1 i 6.8; neurotic. (I = 211) 
14.1 i:.. 7.1; and n01"ll&11 (B • 2,(40) !h9 i 6.1. !hue. psychotic groups, depres .. 
i.es and schizophrenics. tend to score lower on the Word Oonne21on L1e' than the 
of 
neurotic groupe. !h1a tiadiag, according to Crown, supports the hT,pothea1s thai 
the variation from normality of the psychotio and neurotic il1nee.e. 1e along 
different. uncorrelated dimenslons. 
Normal sample. from ~e general population ahowed a considerable ~ 
in scor •• on the Word Oonne:d.on Lis'. Orown felt that thh finding mq, in 
part, be due to variations in 1lltel11gence between the groups. but emphasized 
the neo ••• lty tor caution in drawing conclusions from the results ot single In-
vestigations where the tea' performance. of normal. and abnormal group. are oon-
cerned. 
I 
I 
, I 
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Orown concluded ~t. ·~e soreening effl01enoy of the Vord OOnn8xion 
Liat i8 probably not good enough for it to have more than a suggestlve value In 
indivIdual .oreening and aeleotlon work.' 
Baker and Elliott (17) Investigated reaction t1mes differenoe. in cozr 
trolled and free assoclatlon te8t8 using identical stimulus words. For ~ia 
purpose s\lmulu8 worda were selected which ellcited !alge percentaces of oommon 
responses. Sach ot the .. stimulus worda was presented to half of the aubJech 
under tree condUlons and to the other half 'UZlder oontrolled oond1tion8. Mean 
reaction timea were computed for the naponses 'under each oondition; ditfer-
ence8 between ~e ••• eans and their stail.tlcal signiticance were a180 deter-
mined. ot the 16 aean reaotion Umes under both oondltions, aU vere shorter 
1n the controlled \han tn the tree sltuatlon. 
Baker aDd .I111ott felt that the effect of the'lnstructions given In a 
controlled word association test was to quicken the response tlme. !hl. held 
for both opposite ... oclatlon8 and par\-whole associatlona, and there dld not 
appear to be &n1' ... ldeD.C8 aueges'lug that 1 t would not hold for other types ot 
of 
.1.ocl&t10na aa well. 
The expectatlon of relatively rapid reapon •• tlme •• even UDder free 
conditions. was borne out when Baker and 1l110tt compared the free a8.00iatlon 
times they obtained with those reported elsewhere. fne wrlter. teltthat qui'e 
likely the additional quickness attained under con'rolled conditions a~t be 
due to additional restrictions. In effect, 1here were ~wo type- ot re.trl.otioD.l 
operating. (a) the restriction due to acquired tamiliarity with the a8800i-
atioAs, &Dd (b) the restriotion due to the instructions to respond in a partlcu 
lal" manner. 
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Baker and Elliott felt that no ,uttiolent explanation could be ascer-
talned to explain the greater proportionate decrease In reaction time for the 
part-whole aa80c1.t10na due to the controlled sltuation. However, they do 8ug-
ge.t three posa1ble re.sons: (1) Since the opposite &BBoclatlon ponessed 
greater original restriction -- larger percentages of common responses UDder 
tree condltlons --~ 41d the part-whole a880clatlon8. the relatiTe laportanCt 
of Introduclng additlonal re8triotion In the controlled situatlon mar haTe been 
le.a; (2) Since the oppeai .. assoolatlon tlmes UDder free oonditlons were aeareJ 
the physiological 11mit than the part-whole tlmes. the difflculty of reducing 
tho.e tlme ... en fUrther maT have been proportionatel1 greater; (3) fhe .. soci-
atiTe proceas required to arrive at oppollte relationshlps maT not be amenable 
to oontrolllmg lnatructions aa are those required for arrlT1ng at part-to-whole 
relationshipe. 
In 1951 at Stanford UniversitT. Keene (57) studied the use of re-
spon.e. on a word .. aool&tlon teat as indioatora of emotional adjustment. In 
this studT Keene attempted to reflne the word &880ciatlon techn1que~ln order to 
inoreaa. its Talue aa an indicator ot le88 extreme degre.s of emotional malad-
Justment than ~t ot the mental hoapital patients used br Xent and Rosanoff. 
Ieene employed 192 worda in hi. word .Isoeiatlon t •• t. !he.. 1ncluded the Ken1r 
ROaaDotf U.st, nonidentical 'Words 1n the lung Ibt, and certain wordl froll \he 
third flve hundred 1n trequB07' frOJl a 111' by fhorndlke. Be admlnistered thb 
comblned tree word aaloc1&tlon 'eat to five hundred Stanford VaiTersity atudentl. 
!he tamale subjectl were ra .. d tor degree of emotioDAl adJus'ment by the Dean o~ 
Wo.en. and the ule subJecta by the Director ot the Unlvera1 iT Real th SerTlce. 
!he 96.000 response. ot ~e ;00 atudents ware loored in tour dlttereni 
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wars: (1) all reaponsel ot the 500 8ubJeo1ia; (2) the thr.e moat oommon re-
apona.a occurring 1n the 500 subJeots: (3) the Kent-Rolanot! frequenc)" _ble.; 
and (l~) a 118t of the three mOlt frequent reaponaea in a atua,- by Schellenberc .. 
er~ High lnteroorr.lationa "ere found among thea. tour acorbg methode. In 
terma of his purpoae tor the atua,-. Ieene fouad 'ihAt none of theaa 800r1Dg 
mathods re.ealed lign1fioant d1tferences between those aubJeC1ia rated .a emo-
tionally adjusted and thoae rated aa emotioDally maladJuated. 00rrelatlon8 be-
tween word aaaoclaUon 800rea, the Demreuter Personali',. In.,ent0J'7. and the 
Thorndike Oollege Aptitude 'est vere all near zero. 
DuriDg tha following ,ear. tha aame ,a.t vaa readmlnlatered to 258 of 
tha original croup, and ho yeara af'ar tha or1g1nal administration. 117 were 
again retaated. !he coeff101ents of correlation between 8cora. for the tvo te. 
tnga rauged near t.65. 
At the Univers1ty High School. Oaltlaad. Oal1tornia, Keene admln:J.ster-
ed hia vord aa9oc1&tlon test to 118 aanlora. Again. hlgh interoorrelationa for 
dlfferent acor1ng methoda but lnsigniflcant oorrelationa with ratl~1 of emo-
tional adjustment vere dhoovered. !o a third croup of 154 Junior college 
atudents t Xeene adalnlatered h1l word associatlon te.t. the Bell AdJua\ment In-
ventory. &Ad the A. O. lB. fest. fhe data again oontinaed the high tntercorr8-
lations among different aooriDg methodl with little oorrespondence between emo-
tional adjust.ent and word asaociationa. 
In analyzing the reeulis t Keene concluded that. ftThe re.ults of 1Ih18 
siudy, while indicaiing a definite oon81atenoy in the response pattern. tor 
differeni individuals. are auoh 808 '0 lead only the alightest support of the us 
of word a8soc1atlona as a screening oui of \he modera'ely maladjusted. ~e 
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general and oonsistent tendenoy tor an individual to give the same type ot re-
sponses on repeated tests Justifies further atu4J 1n thla area. in spite of the 
faot that 'the resulta of tbe partioular study' taU to support an:r ot the cla1ms 
of the more enthuaiaatic users ot the devlce.· (57) 
!he present atudJ. utilizing tbe Loyola Language StudT as ita teating 
instrument, 1s a continuation ot the original experimentatlona begun in 1953 at 
Boston State Hospital, Boaton, Ma8sachusetts. and one of aeTeral simultaneous 
Itud1ea now belng conducted at Loyola Unlveralty, Ohicago, Il11nola. Jobnson 
and Snider (61) orlginated the modlflcation ot the free al.oclat10n technique 
and oollected a no~tive sample at Boston. !he author. h7P0theaised that 
no:rma.l people should be able to compare 'their own ldeas wl th the Idea8 of othere. 
and thUB respond 1n common w1 th them. Oont1nubg this raUonale to 1 ts 10gloal 
oonclusion, those persons who are Hntal17 111, and thus less adjusted to the 
vorld about them •• hould not be able to 11eld common reapensea with the faol1itJ 
of a normal peraon. 1'.b.1s lack of wcoJlUllonneasw then should yield itaelf to 
measurement from which ataUsUcal oompar1eoA8 could be llade. 
Johnson and Snider originally collected two thousand samples from a 
normal Boston popalatlon, trom whioh a stratlfied random tample whioh controlled 
age, 'ex, and education was aasembled. !he test records of tour hundred males 
and four hundred female. were u.ed as the normative popalation. 
Every respon,e to each of the eighty atimulus words was tallied and 
a.estgned a derived acore. !he.a .001"e value. then .erved &8 the n01"lll. for ICOr-
ing the 'as' record. of the eight hundred normal records. Lowar Icore valua. 
represented higher trequency re.ponse.: thus a lower total leore revealed C10.el 
contem1t,. to more common responses. Oonveraely. a higher acore indicatad a 
I 
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le8. common response. 
Snider (59) later administered the Loyola laaDgaace Stud.7 to 78 pa7-
ohottc temale patients at t.be Boston State Hospital. la, comparing the 'e.' 
record. of theae patients wUh the tes' records of 399 normal wOllen. he found 
that 7fl'1, of \he hoapi 'albea. group fell below \he tenth percentlle ot the normaJ 
population. !bus. except tor one iDdi.idual. the remaining patients tell below 
the fiftieth percentile of the normal group. !hi. one exception was fouad to 
be a patient vho held a somewhat reaponaible posUion in OM of the hospital 
officea. 
Table IV indicates a comparative analyais of Snider's findings betwe~ 
the 399 norasl women aDd the 18 female patients baaed on a critical ratiO analJ~ 
sia. 
!AJLI IV 
It. OOMPAlU.!'In AllALYSIS OJ i'D LOYOLA WGUAGE StuDY IiJQOlUJS BY SlID. Oll' 
399 JfOllMAL FDW.ES AID 78 PSYOIOTI0 J'JMALES 
Group J 
Jlormal 399 
Abno:raa.l 78 
1100 - 2400 
l480 - 3117 
1617 
2134 
Oritical 
Ratio • 
.001 
In a still ua~bli.hed dissertation. Stanek (62) duplicated on a 
Ohicago population the normative stud1 by Johnson and Snider at Boaton. Util-
izing a modified .tratified sampling. based on the 1~150 census, he oollected 
tour hundred normal male recorda and four hundred norr~ temale reoords. !be 
age raDge exteaded troll 19 thr01:lgb 54 7ears, inclusive, and the grade levels 
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extended trom the sixth year through the 8ixteen~. lor comparative purposes 
in the analysis of age and/or education test scores, Stanek trlchotimlzed the 
age levela to include the.e aces: 19 through 30. inclusive, 31 through. 42. 
inclusi ... e; and 43 ~ougb 54. inclusive. The grade levele were divided into 
these four groups, 6 t.hr0UCh 8 years, inclua1ve; 9 \hrough 11 year •• inclus-
ive: 12 through 14 years. inclustve, and 15 \hrough 16 788l"s, tacluaive. 
Stanek utilized a different and much atmpler method of sooriae than 
did Johnson and Snider 1n their normaU ... e 8~. His scorlDgt based on the 
oombined effort a of O. X. Doyle and V. V. aerr, wa& based on the principle ot 
geometric progres8ion. By 8ubjectiag the raw 800res to a s~uare root trana-
f01"ll& Uon of the peroentace. of the frequencies. Stanek vas able to reduce \be 
disproportionate weighting of a tew top frequency response •• sinoe the distrib-
ution frequencies revealed a J curve with a quite extended scatter of extremely 
lov frequencies. 
In analyzing the data. Stanek found that the overall mean scores for 
the three age groupe, recardlees ot educational level. revealed a consistent 
• 
though irregular trend tor test score. to decrease 8.S ace increased tor both the 
male and. temale population. With re.pect to education. as the educat1o~l level 
increased. the group .. an acoraa increased for e&Ob level irregularly but con-
.istentl,. for the male population. !he same held true for the tour educational 
le ... el. of the females with one exoeption; 1 •••• be.w.en ~e ooll$ge and superiol 
levels. Stanek attribute' thls disorepancy to the small slze ot the higher 
grade le ... el sampl.s. !hus. S\anek t • results lndicated that age bears an invere. 
relationShip to soores on the Lo701a ~e StudT. !hIs 1s interpreted as 
meaning that wUh increasing age a person gi ..... tever oODlllon re.pons.s. In 
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comparing aex ditterences, the females atta1ned h1gher acoras tnan the males. 
However, Stanek felt tbat tbis ditference val .1gnlficant beoause of possible 
uncontrolled seleotlon faotors. 
Stanek drew the followlng conolusions on the ba.l. of bls studT: 
1. As measured by the Loyola LaDga.age Study. the group character-
istlcs ot age •• ex. and eduoation significantly afteot oommnaality ot thought. 
2. !here i. an lnyerse relationship between age and oommonality of 
respon.e; that 18, the older the indiYidual, the less oo .. on are his responses. 
,. Yemale. giTe more oommon response. than do males. 
4. !nere 18 a dlreot proportion between commaaallty of respen.e anA 
education; tbat la. the higher the education. the more oOlllloa the respoa.e •• 
5. ~. norm. established may be u.ed as a bas18 for future studT wi~ 
other groupe. 
6. Other Tarlablee. suoh as race, naUonal desoent. ,eographloal 
re«iOllS, eto., lIIq have aigniflcant influence on the discr1m1na;UTe abUity of 
the Loyola I.aDguage Stud7. 
7. !he nature of the t •• t lend. it •• lf to use as a Bore.niDg device 
or in personnel seleotlon. 
In summary. the review of literature has ladloated, in general. that 
tbe word aesooiation tecbnique ba8 not fulfl1led the antiCipated major role \hat 
its early advocate. bad hoped it would play 1n P8yohology and peychlat17. 1'he 
Y&at amount of studT applied to the word association technique bas resulted ln 
various modifioations ln its application. it. techniques. and 80me general tind-
ings whIch lend themselves '0 further re.earch and retinem.nt. 
On. earl7. major findlDg. which haa b.en verifled b7 •• veral later 
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workers. revealed \he tendency for normal individuals to glve ldentlcal re-
sponses to the same st1aulus word. This finding has been the bade for a great 
deal of lnvea'lgatlon iDYolviDg the studT of the mentallY ill. ~i. fact tol-
lowed qulte naturally from the early psychiatrio thinking on schizophrenia as 
being a "loosening of al.ociation' and an inability to do "abstract' type of 
thinking.. Studles to date have lndicated that ach110phrenicI aad normal. are 
belt oompared on a qualitative rather \han a quantitative baa!s. 
!he early finding of 'oomplex' indioatora has been verified aa to 
their exi.teace, 'but there 1a JmOb les. acreeaent a8 to \heir funotion aad 
idenUty. !he value of tbe ·ooaplex· indicators has 'been lIoat frulttul in 1\8 
clinioal applicatlon by the partioularly qualified individual lherapist. 
Other ,tadies of the word assooiatlon teohni~. bave lnvolved the re-
latlonship 'bet wen s.x, ace. and education to responses on the word aasoclation 
teat. With respect to ace. lt ls general17 agfte' that children \end to uae a 
more conorete. speoifio response, whereae adults tend to be IIOH general. Be-
yond that general acre8UJ1t, oontradictory results have been iadic"ted by diffe.· 
ent workers on the questlon ot direot proportion between maturatlon aad common 
Hspon.es. Sex diftereace. in word a.soolatloas are generally found to be a 
function of the partlcular ace group s1iudied. 110 difterence. are noted tor pre-
school children; grammar school boy. po •• es8 more oommon respon.e. than girls, 
while the renrle 18 true 01' adult men and women. Very 11 ttle correlation haa 
been found between education and yord &asociation J'8.pon.e.~ 
A recent modification introduced to the word associatlon teChnique 
hal been to employ a ·controlled- element. The tormer modifications did not 
alter the ":tree l technique ltl.lf but mere17 modified the analysi, ot the data 
elicited. Xn the controlled word "aociatlon test8, the subject 1s "torced' to 
make a choice between two or more :reaponse.. On th. bada ot thea. cholcea. 
the subject is then acored according to the "typel ot selectIon made. In gene~ 
all the results ot the studies on the controlled type of teat have ahown lome 
degree ot rellabillt~. but none has proved auffioiently reliable to b. utilIzed 
a8 a diagnostio or clinIcal instrument. 
Perhaps the ditficulties encountered to date do involve atlll unteat-
ad problems ot geographical influences. socio-eoonomic atatus. and the very 
chancing of word. ussces th_selye. troll year to ~ear. So •• wri tera have ex-
pressed the •• vl .. a. 
Xn apite of \be aomeWhat diaappolnt1Dg reaulta to date. ~e word aa-
aooiation technique continues to b. a center of intereat tor maQJ rel.archera. 
Tnis indioate. \hat many a'i11 believe In Itl efficacy &a a 'revealer of the 
uncharted depth. of \he mind.- !be word aSSOCiation teohn1que gtves the hope 
of being the yehlcle ot a great deal of progreas in pS7oho10gioal research. 
!he abl1it7 to regulate and underatand 1t, basl0 funotions .till remains to be 
• 
solyed. 
OH.AHlm III 
PROCEOOU 
Due to the r808n01 In development of the L0701a Language Stu¢1. the 
writer w111 deacribe In 80me detail It. development. ratlonale, and the modifi-
cation8 in ina true tiona which create a mlnd-eet differlQg trom all other word 
a.80elatlon technlqna •• 
!he e1ght7 word. used in \he Lol01a Language StudT were derived from 
the Xea\-RoB&aoff 118' in random fashion. In orlg1nal.17 determlnine the word 
order of the Loyola Language StudT. Johnson and Snlder (61) a4min1atered the 
test in four dlfferent forma. Firat. the elghty atlmulu. words were divided 
into four croup. of tventy worda eaob.. fhe "'ent7 st1mulul worda within each 
group were randomised. and the four groupe of twenty worda were arranged in 
different aequentlal order. B7 auch randomization of worda t and variation of 
• 
order of each block ot worda, the authors eliminated the poealble effect of word 
order on te.l reapon,es. !he data thUB obtained vere used a8 a baais tor the 
torm to be accepted. for the L01Ola. Language Stuq. The form which corre.ponded 
beat wlth all ether torms ot the test was flnall1 selected as the torm ~t Is 
now used In the Loyola Language Stud1'. 
The chlef modlfioatlon Introduced into the Loyola. Language StudT con· 
slatl in the Instructions. !beae instructions. which vl11 be given in de~11 
later in this chapter. require the subject to respond to each ltimulus word b7 
glvlag the one word which he believe. 1I.0st other PfJO])le would state. The 
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authors felt thai .uch a mind-a.' would produce two effeot. which nei~er the 
free assooiatlon .e\bod nor ~e Maller controlled method would produce. I1rs1, 
the Lo701a Language S~ would enoo~e greater reflection betore reapond1Qg, 
thus allOWing more ego-control faotors to app17 \hemselve... :By call1lt& upon 
such hieber .ental procellea, such aa de11beratlon, Judgment. and choloe, \be 
authore belleved ~, the Loyola Languace S~ would 71eld more comaon re-
aponaea from normal. people. Second, the mlnd ... aet created bJ' the 1.o10la Languagt 
StudT would 71e14 le8s common respona •• from the emotionally or mental17 d1s-
turbed slnoe ~, person would be subJeot to lel8 ego-oontrol than the normal 
peraon. furthermore, the author. belleved that a le88 CO_Oil reapon •• aoore 
would vAl"1 d1rectlT w1th the degree of 1apa.il'llent to ego-control. S1nce the 
L0701a Language Stu4T 1s not a t1med tes'. thla factor would also tend to faol1-
1 tate co_onne.. of reaponse tor normals and act as a detriJaent \oward co_on-
neS8 ot respon.e tor the abnormal slnoe hls oontrol factor 1. impaired and 
would thUB allow aore W08)"DCraUC J'eaaoning and response .. 
The pre.ent studT 18 des1gned to teat the dlscr1mlnatol'7 power of the 
L0701a Language StudT 1n sohizophrenia. ~e deaign of the .tudT ls to aa\oh a 
aohUophren1c populatioa wUh a normal. population on the bad. of aex. ace. and 
eduoation. !be normal population Waa .eleoted trom the normal. recorda obtained 
b7 Stanek (62) in hia laYe.tigatlon ot age, sex. and education on re.pon8e. to 
the L0701a LaDgUage StU41. In his a~. Staaek*s normatlve population included 
tour hundred male and taar hundred teule adults d:r&WJl t:rom the .elrOJ)Oli\an 
Ohlcacoland area. StraUflad sampling ba •• a. Oil the 1950 censull figur •• for 
Ohioaco. 'riOho'omi.ed in age and ea.uoa\lou. formed the ba.is of studT tor 
Stanek'. rea.arch. 
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With Stanek's sample aa a basla, the next step in the prooedure was 
to obtain a hospitalized schizophrenio population with which to matoh the nOraL 
reoord.. Ace limits were e.tablished at 19 as the younges, and 54 as the old-
e.t. Grade 1imUe were .et at .ix aa a mlniRl'Wll and 16 as a maximum. ltI was 
hoped to obtain approximately tifty temale and titt, male sohizophrenic reoorda 
whioh could be suitably soored and used as the experimental groap. 
Permial10n waa received from Dr. John Cowent M. D., Assistant Superin-
teDAent. Chioago State Hospital. Chicago, Il11n01., b.1 the writer to te.t 
patients 1n the hoapital ward. in late afternoon and early e.ening ot eTel7 
work1~~. !hie t1me was selected 10 as to be least dl.~pti.e to the 
patlent.· routlne. 
!he wr1~r administered all 'e.ts either lndiTldually or ln croup. 
not exceeding tour in nWlber. The sl" tor tesUng va., eUher in the ward 
doctor'a ottloe or in the more spacious so1a.rlW1s tor group teatime. 
!he next l\ep after permi •• lon tor testIng ha.d been reoelTed invol.ea 
examIning the patients- recorda tor preliminary screening. Oyer to~r thou_and 
tl.e hUD4red recordl ve,. examined in the prel1m1nar,y selection ot po.slble IUb-
jeot8. !he baa1_ tor being ,eleoted a8 possible ,ubjectl included being Ameri-
can born, not c11nioal17 deteriorated. communioatlTe. age at at least 19 and no 
more than 54. grade achieTement ot at least 6 years and not more than 16 7ear., 
diagnosed as a sohizophrenic reaction, and haTing had no conTU1.!ve therapy 
during the preTious dx months. Seoondary dlagn.oa1s or t:rpe of sohizophrenia 
was ignored in thh initial se1eotlon. :&'rom the tour thousand five hundred 
recorda, 80me 384 patlents were •• lected. !nea. were .orted a8 to ward looatio • 
and contact was made w1 th the ward attendants tor a seoondary soreenlng. On th~ 
r 
basis of the attendants' recommendations as to communicability. cooperative"BI, 
and availability. ~e flnal aelectlon of approximately 225 patients ¥as made. 
This allove4 aore ~ a l~ margln ot error in attendants' judgment of 'e.t-
able patlenta. f.nla marc in of error vaa not too great alnce the examiner aoon 
discovered that tho.e patlents confined to the lagitatedB warda were not apt 
subjects •. !hey were elther unable and/or unwilling to cooperate, or thoae 
inltlally willing to cooperate would 800n become BO anxlety-rldden that they 
were unable to write. Henoe. all the lOS patlents who were tlnally tested came 
from locked but working varda. 
A .,.er7 rigid teBtlng procedure vas followed 1n testin,c the patlen's. 
In Stanek'a atu4y. a prerequlelte for acceptance as part ot hls normative popu-
latlon val that a reoord auat have had. response. to at least 9~ of the aU.ulu 
words. In thb atudy, a more rigid atandard was establbhed in that a 9~ r ... 
sponae le.el vas req,ulred tor acoeptance. In order to obtain such reoorda. the 
examiner tlrst spent trom tlve to ten minute. with each subJeot prior to test-
lag. lJ.'he examlner vas tlra' introduoed to the patlent 'b1' the at'e¥ant. atter 
whloh the examiner asked the petlent tor his help in a a01entl1'10 studT. !bl. 
'118.117 had the eftect of pleasiD« the paUent. and then he usually began alkl 
personal questions about the examlner OJ' the help that he. the paUent. lI1gbt 
render. !hie led to the reading by the examiner and patlent together of the 
following instruotions whlch appear on page one of the Loyola Language StudT 
te.t bookleta 
When P601>le .ee or hear a word. thaT often think: of another word. If 
you la7 the word .!!!!. moat people 'Would think of flower. Seae. but not 
the greateat number. IIlght thUk of i!i!!- Ira •••• top_ and 80 forib. 
!his study' vants to find out what word you think the ,reateet nwaber 
r 
!!! i!0ple would be most 11ke17 to think ot when the,. see or hear each ot 
the words on the next t"o pages. 
Plea.e write next to each of the worda the one word whlch you thlnk 
the ,reates' number .2! E!0Ele 'Would be most 11ltely to"1.t:ilnk of when they 
see or hear the word 1n the 11st. Take as much t1me as you need to think 
about the word which .eems to you to flgo alongtt w1th each printed word. 
Then choose the 2!!!2!! which TOU think the greatest number !! p!ople 
would be most 11kelT to tunk of when theT aee or hear the given word. 
Wrlte the one 'Word 'Whlch you chooae beslde the printed word. Do not skip 
any w~rd. --
:aemember, ;rou are not asked to write down Just &n7 word that come. to 
;rOUr m1nd. You should wrUe down the one word whlch TOU think the greatest 
numbe~ E!. E!0;ele would be most 11kel,. to th1alc of. 
A.ld was rendered the patient in completing the information aheet, pagtII 
four of the 'est booklet, in order to indicate to the patlent the examiner's 
complete "ililngneu to cooperate in \lib taak. Be;rond this aid, when reQ.uired. 
no other informatlon or help was rendered. 
Upon completlon ot the teat. or when tne patient indicated ~t he or 
ahe could Bot go on, the examiner looleed at the t •• t paper in the pat lent '. 
pre •• nce. It respon.e" "ere omitted. the •• omissions "ere pointed out to the 
paUent. and he or she was asked if he wished to malee a reapone.. Uluall;r, the 
• 
omlss10n was or1glDall,. a block. bu~ fac111t7 with the tee, allowed him to oyer-
co_ the blook by maltlnc a respon.e. In tho.. olrcWllaiancea wheA ~ paUent 
felt that he oould not proceed or co.ple'e \he 'e.t. he was aeked to rea' for a 
tew aomentaO' !he eDllliner attempted to db'raet him from the \ask at hand by 
dilcuesinc 80methlag concerniPg the ward. \he patient himself, or 11te 1n the 
hoapi \ale Atter the po.ttent appeared calm enoU8h to proceed. he was asked to 
oontinue. In moat instance., the ~est was completed aaUatactor117. It the 
pattent was not able to gl .... 8 respon"ea to 9~ ot the sUllUlua "ords, the record 
was not accepted tor lnoluB1on in the experlmen\a.l group. B7 this iesUng 
prooedure, 56 uJ.e reoords, whioh could be 800red, and 52 female recorda, which 
oould be acored, were obtained. 
~e •• schizophrenics w.re matched person to person a8 10 age, aex. 
and education wl~ 11ke members from Stanek'. (62) recorda. !he overall plan 
manner and. the application of appropriate stat1atloal technique. for proper 
a.nal.ysis of the data. With such .taU.tical procedure, it was hoped to confirm 
the work of Snider (61) at Boston in his comparlaon of a nOl'lDal Bo.ton female 
population with a sOhilophrenlc Bo.ton hospitalized female population by means 
of a Loyola LaDguag. StudT aoore. 
In all. the 216 recorda oontained 11.280 reaponses to be analysed 
statlstically. !he first at.p in this Ita\18tical proc.dure lDYOlved tabulat-
inc eve!')' reapons. to each aUmulus word. lour tables were established for thi 
f"quenoy tabulation; Male Normals, Male Schizophrenics, ]'emale Normals, and 
'emale Sch1l0phreD1cs. 'file frequ.no7 ot each r.aponse was aaoerfia1ned tor each 
table. In obtaining these total frequenciea, the tollowinc rules tor groupiDg 
• 
ware tollowed. Siagu.lar aad plural nouns were grouped together. !he tens. and 
Toioe of verba were croupec1 aeparatelT. u al.o ware aingletons, (1 •••• re-
spon.es to the same .ttmulua word that ooourred oal7 once), omis.ions of re-
spon.e. and multiple word re.pon.... Howev.r, aome logical exceptions vere 
made for c.rtaln aultiple word reaponaea 1n terma of acoeptabll1fiy ae normal 
:respona... Oorne4l!!!!. Uniud States or U. s • .6. .. , fire e!line, aad!!!l chair 
were oonlddered as examples of "eingl.· aooaptable reapon..... Wh.re ofihel" 
multiple word. proTed difficult 110 cla8s1t1. the tollovlac :rule. vel'. applied: 
(a) If the fire' and second word. were different. e.g •• window l!!!!. 
or ;..or1;;;.;",;..;;;e;;;.r !!!!!.. ~e rfl8ponse WU soored as if only the seoond word oonstituted 
the response. 
('b) If the two words "re iVo alt.rnate responses separated 'bT a 
COlllJU or wlth one of the words enolosed in parenthe.e •• e.g •• eat (food) or 
--
l!a!- (,la •• ), the reaponse was soored U if on17 the a.cond 'Word oonst1tuted 
the response. 
(c) If the two words were dou'btfully alternate response. and were 
wUhout a OOJlllD& or par.nthe.e., e.g •• Z2!!!I man or ~ '-.'., 'lhe reaponse 'Waa 
scored as a multipl. 'Word response. 
(d) If the f1rst of the 'Worda 'Was an artlcle, e.g., ~ p!r8on or !! 
infant. the articl. was dteregard.d in the aooriag. 
(.) If the tiret of the two worda was a lIod1fier of the .econd, e .. g .. , 
not liet. a aadnel~, or .!!.!Z l~ttle. the re.ponae 'Was scored aa a multiple 
word n.pe .... 
Thi. qa'ell WM .,.lr\uall,. identical with that uaed 'b1 Smola (58) who, 
in turn, 'ba.ed his 8,.1' .. on that u.ed 'b1 John.on and Snider in th"'r Original 
study with the Bo.ton population. 
In previous atwu.e. with the LeTola LaDgnage Study, Snider. Johnson, 
Stanek. aa.d. Smola used either a standard score technique or a root fa.ctor .oore, 
'both parametrio measures. Ano01ated with ""'17 a'aUaUoal test is a lIodel W 
a. llea.ureaent requiremen'_ fhe 'est ls .,.al1d under certain conditions, and \he 
model and the measurement requirement speoify thoae conti tlons • 'lhus the con-
dittons of the .tatt.tical model of a test are often called \he 'a.ssumption,-
of the HIt. As Slegel Ib.t •• (15). ttAll dec1alo11s arrived at 'by the use of ~ 
stat1stloal te.t muat carry w1'h tham thil qualifications 'If the model used 
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"as oorreot, and it the measurement requirement vas sat18f1ed. \hea...... It 1 
obvlous \hat the te"er or veak8r are the assumptloaa ~t detlne a partlcular 
model, the less qualltJ1Qg we Deed to be about our deol.10n arrived at by the 
statlatlcal telt as.oolated w1th that model. !hat is, the te"er or weaker are 
. It 18 tN.e that the moat powerful te.t. are tho.e whloh have the 
strongest or acllt extenabe a.t\1llpUoa.. !ale t or ., te.t •• both paraae'rl0, 
have a varlety ot Itrcng assumption. uaderlyilg thelr ulle. !he •• teat. are mo. 
likel,. of all tests to rejeot the null bJpothealt wh.n the null hJpotheal. 1. 
false, when those .... wnpUons are valid. Stated ditferently, when the reaearch 
data .., approprlately be aaalY.ed by a parametrl0 teat. tho.' teat w111 be more 
powerful thea 8Zq' other in reJeotiag \he null h)"pothe.b when it 18 tal.e. Ho 
eTer, the requiremenis are Ulat the "aearch data _at be appropriate for the 
test. Slegel atat.a (15) ~t the following mlaimum oonditlona must be aa1;18-
fied to make the parametrl0 te.t the moat po"ertul one. aDd in taot, before .., 
confldenoe oan be plaoed In &DT probabl1ity atatement. 
1. The obaervaUons lIlUa' be ladepeDdent. Blat la, the aelection ct 
aDT one caae trom the populatlon tor lnclusion 1a the sample muat not blaa 
the ohancea ot &D¥ other case for lncludon, aDd the .core whloh 1& &8. 
ed to aDT o&se must not blas the 8core whleb. 18 assiped to ~ other ca.e. 
2. !he obaenations auat be drawn trom aormall,. d1strlbuted popula-
tlona. 
3. !b.e.e popula \ions ... t haTe the .... Tarla.ace (or. in speclal 
ca8es. the,. anat have a known rat10 ot variances). 
4. !he Tarlable. lAVolved 1lUIS\ have been .eaeured in a\ least an 
1nterval leale, 80 ~t 1\ 18 pols1)le to UN the operaUonaot arithmetio 
(adding, dlvldlag, tlnding .eanl, etc.) on the soores. 
When the aasump'loaa ooaatltutlng the Ita\latlcal model tor a te.t 
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are not met. or "hen the measurement ls not of the required strength. the power 
of the test becomes 1nde'ermlaate. It then becomes eYen difficult to estimate 
the extent to wnloh a probabillt, atatement About the bJpothesls 111. question is 
meaningful when that probability statement results trom the unaooeptable appli-
cation of a teat. As Slegel farther .\ates (15), "Although some empirical 
evidenoe has been gathered to show ~t .l~t dwr1&tloD4 in meeti~ the •• Iump-
tions ua4erlyinc parametric teste ~ not have rad1cal effeots on the obtained 
probability figure. there 18 yet no .enera1 acreement as to ~at constltutes a 
'sUCh" deviation." In commenting on the normal. O'\1"e and probabllU,.. Mel 
.tate. (12). -'!he comparab1l1 tT of t"o •• ta of standard 8cores w1 th the same 
mean and same atandard deviation doe. not hold for akewed distributions unless 
the two d1.'r1bu\1on.a Bhow \he ... e degree and d1rection. ot skevnesa. '!his i. 
unlikely to be the caee in practioe.-
In order to avoid the possibi1It, ot mak1ng ~ unwarranted assump-
tions. and ~us relieve ourselves of the need to qualifT our decisio.ns, nonpar~ 
metric techD1qus8 vere used tor the atatistical anal,sls ot the nonparametrlc 
data gathered in this studT. Becau.e ot the "distribution froee- t.ohnlqu.s of 
nonparametric statistlcst the conclusions that ~ be reached will b. more gen-
eral in nature, and probab17 more valid than if a parametrio teat weI". use4. 
The firs' step in the anal7als was to determine which words di8crimi.-
ated at the .01 or greater level ot oonfidence between male normal-male schizo-
phrenic. and also between temale normal-temale echiBophreniOI. The n.onpara-
m.tric te.' aelected for this anal,..i. of the response' was !he Chl-equare (X2) 
One-Sample hat. As Slegel state. (15), -The technique 18 of the goodn.s .... of-
tit t1P8 in that 1t m87 be used to test vh.lher a significant dlfference exis'. 
between an observed number of responses falling in each categor" and an .~cted 
number based on the null hJpothesls.' 
!he x2 'eat was chosen because the hypothesi, being te.ted concerned 
a comparison of obs.rved and expected frequencies 1n d1screte categori.s. !be 
null lqpothe.is mq be test.d b7 X2 =1.: (0 - .1)2. If the a&reement between the 
lC 
observed and expected frequencies is cl08e, the difference (0 - B) will be 
small, and. cons.quelltly 1.2 will b. lmall. Ro~ly speaking, the larg.r 1.2 18. 
the mol". lik.ly 1t is that the observed frequencies did not come from the po~ 
latlon on whlch the null hypothesia 11 based. When dt = 1, that is when' = 2, 
each expected fr.quency allould be at least fl ... e. Thul. in this study the re-
spon •• fr.quency of &n7 one word to any on. response by e1ther at the normal 
groups mul' be flv. or greater betore the 1.2 test can b. applied. 1rom thi8 
analysil of respons. word., it vas .xpected to d.r1 .... two vord lists, on. each 
for mal •• and t.mal.s, ot those responses which discriminat.d at the .01 1 ..... 1 
or gr.ater. 
Of the 8.960 responses mad. by the males, 3.859 response. w.r. used 
in the applloaUon of Chi Square. !his represented 44.~ of the total male zoe-
spons.s. The females contributed 8.320 responses, ot which 4.221 were used in 
the application of Ohi Square. Thh represented 50. ~ of the total female r.-
sponsel. 
Using the word 118' derived from the 1.2 ualysia of the male reapoa-
ses, the male records w.re resoored on the ba818 of this word 111t. !h. number 
of word.s al'pearll'1g on an'I' one record d.tara1.ed that per80n IS 8core. !bus t the 
greater numb.r of worda appearing on any one record. the more "normal" the 
scor.. Score. could possibly range trom •• ro to the maximum number ot worda en 
the word 11st. !he female reoords were soored on the same basis. 
The second method of comparing the groupe wa.s by a method wi th the 
least assumptions and the highest power-effioiency obtainable by a nonpara-
metric te.t. !he Wilcoxon Matohed-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test. a nonparametric 
test, utilizes information about the direotion of the differencea within pair., 
&8 vel1 as. magnitude of dIfference. On the basia of the results of this .tudy. 
it should be pe8lible to tell which J1'I1mber of a pair is greater than the other. 
Also, from this study It should be possible to rank the differences in order of 
absolute size. !hua, a Judgment of -greater than- between any pair's two per-
formances. a8 well as between any two difference soores arising from any two 
pairs, can be made. Since the power-efficienoy of the Wilcoxon Test 1s 95.5~ 
of the parametrio te.t, when the assumptions of the parametrio test are in fact 
met, this test best fu1fl11s the requirements for thIs studT. 
The steps below were followed in the use of the Wilooxon Matched-Pair 
Signed.Janka Test: 
1. 'or each matched pair. determine the signed difference (dl) be-
• 
tween the two loores. 
2. lW1k: these d1's without respect to sign. With tied d's, &a.len 
the averace of the tIed ranks. 
3. Affix to eaoh rank the sIgn (~ or -) of the d which 1t represents 
4. Determine!. the SUlll ot the ranks having the les8 frequent sign. 
;. By counting, d.'ermine B • the total number of d's haVing a IIp. 
6. 1he procedure for determining the significance of the obsel'Ted 
value of l' depend. on the sise of 11'. 
SOlle B in thh stud7 will be larger than 25. !hue the formula for 
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the deviation value trom the population mean under the null hypothssis (deI1g-
! - » (I i l~ 
nated by Z) is given by the tormula Z • 4 • Under the null 
II (N t l~4(21 t 1) 
hypothesis. ~e values of Z aa computed by this formula are normally distribute 
with Z8ro .ean and unit variance. From a table of probabilIties associated wit 
values a8 extreme as observed value ot Z in the normal distribution. the one-
tailed probabilities under the null hypothesis of Z were determined. 
Since the direction of the dIfference is predicted, 1.e •• the normal 
periOD. of a matched pair mould have the higher 8core, the region of rejecUon 
18 one-tailed. It the difference 1. in the predicted directlon. !. the sum of 
the ranks hav1nc the le.s frequent s1p.. vl11 be the Bum of the ranks of those 
schlzophrenic. whose d1 a are in ~e opposite direction from ~t predicted. !be 
reglon of rejection consiats ot all zt. obtained trom data with such fls which 
ere so extreme ~t the probability associated wlth their occurrence under the 
null bJpothesi. 1. equal to or greater ~ the probability level of .01. 
For purposes of oomparing the eftect of ace and/or education OD. Loyol 
Language Stud.7 soores, fables V and VI ahow the breakdown of both male and te-
male groups into ~e grade levels and three age levels, makiDg a nine cell 
divi.ion in all. 
By the Wilooxon Match.d.Pair. Signed-RaDke Telt for small aample., the 
effect of age or eduoation on Loyola Language Study response. by normals and 
schizophrenic. oan be determined. !he prooedure is exactly the same al that 
desoribed tor the Wilcoxon test tor large samples with one exception. Orltical 
value. tor observed values ot ! tor varlou. 811e. of 1< 25 are given. thu8 obvl .. 
ating the need tor co~'iDg *he Talue ot Z as 1s indioated tor large 8eaple •• 
r 
Age 
19-30 
31-42 
43-54 
Total 
Grad •• 
Age 
19-30 
31 ... 42 
43-54 
Total 
Grad •• 
fABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF 56 kATORID PAIRS NORMAL AND SOHIZOPHRENIO 
M.A.LE SUBJECts AOOODING ro AGE Am) mJOA!lOJ 
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Grade School High School Oollec· Total .Agea 
3 6 8 17 
8 6 9 23 
7 4 5 16 
18 16 22 56 
fABLE VI 
DIS1'lUBUTIOll or 52 MA.!CHiD PAIRS llomw. AID SOBIZOPRIUIDIIO 
lI'l'KAL.E SUBJlIlOfS AOOORDING TO AGE AND :lDUOAtlOJ 
Grade School Bich School Oollege Total .Ace. 
0 4 8 12 
7 S 13 
• 
28 
3 4 5 12 
10 16 26 52 
!he amallest N that will satisfy the coDd1tlons for Wilooxon'. small lample 1. 
six. tnerefore. tho.e oelll with an I of le •• ~ &1x cannot be compared on 
the bad. of Wilcoxon I s method. BOweTer. the N 18 greater ~ six in each of 
the three education division" aa well as in each of the three age dlvisiona. 
!be Wilcoxon Match~Pa1ra S1gned-Baaks feat tor small sample. allO 
11 
allows compariaon between matched nol'!llals and schizophrenioa on the bade of 
clin1cal diagnoai8. Thus. 8UCh compari80n should shea 11ght on what t7P8 of 
sch1zo}:hrenia 18 be.t disoriminated by the Lo,"ola. Languace StudT. ud alao 
whether or not a d18e&8e entity has conaiatent effects in both groups. 
r 
RESULfS 
Tables V and VI 1.n the 'Previous chapter showed the d1strlbu\1on of 
this research population according to 81. and education. each trlchotomized to 
form nine categories. fable VII below shows the distribution of the male re-
search population according to disease diagnosis: 
TABL:Sl VII 
DIS!l1IBUflOI OJ' 56 NA.LE SCHIZOPHlUllNIO S11.BJICTS 
ACOORDIIG TO PSYOHIA!BlO DIAGNOSIS 
Diagnol18 I 
Paranoid Schizophrenia 15 
Undifferentiated SChizophrenia 10 
Hebephrenic Schizophrenia 7 
Oatatonic Schizophrenia 6 
Mixed/SchIzophrenia 6 
Undetermined Schizophrenia 5 
Simple Schizophrenia 7 
Total 56 
Percent 
26.8 
17.8 
• 
12.5 
10.1 
10.7 
9 .. 0 
12.5 
l00.~ 
!he range ot • extends from 15 Paranoid Schizophrenics as a maximum 
to an If of 5 Undetermined. Schizophrenics a8 a mlnillWll. !hes. are pS7chlatric-
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al17 determined dlagnose. ma4e b7 .tatf pS7chlatrlats at ~e Ohlcago State 
Mental Hospital. 
Table VIII below presents \he distribution ot the female re.earch 
population acoordi~ to dia"88 diagnosle' 
fABIJ1: VIII 
DIS'lJUBUfIOI 0' 52 J'JlM.ALll SOHIZOPRlUlNIO StmJ'!lC'fS 
AOOORDIIG TO PSTCHIA!BlO DIAGBOSIS 
Diagnodl » 
Paranoid Sohilophrenia 10 
Undifferentiated. Sch1zophJ'.n1a 12 
Hebephrenic Schizophrenia 1 
OatatoAic Schilophrenla 0 
Mixed/Schilophrenla 8 
Und.termlD8d Schizophrenia 8 
Simple Sohisopbren1a 1 
ToW 52 
Peroent 
19.1 
23.1 
13.5 
0 
15.4 
15.4 
13.5 
• 
100.~ 
In \he female .chizophrenic population. no record. were obtained trom 
Catatonics. Ruge. in \he other catacories .:xMnde4 trom 12 UndU't.r.ntlated 
Schizophrenics to 7 each in the Hebephr.nio and Simple Schizophrenic categori ••• 
Jour distribution tables were developed, one each for Male lorma! re-
apon.e., Male Schizophrenic r.sponse •• Jemale Normal respon •••• and Female 
Schizophrenic re.pons.a. In each table ...... 17 .... pon.e to .... 17 atbmlua word 
was recorded and tabulated aoool"4iac to the J"Ulea diacu •• ed in the prooedve. 
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Thus, on the bada of the frequenc)" d.idribuUon of the response., Male Normal-
Male Schizophrenio and. Jamale Normal-Female Schizophrenic respon ... could be 
compared. on the basis of the null bJ'pothesis. !he comparison va. made by the 
12 One-Sample Teat method.. Only those normal responses vith an I of tive or 
greater were compared vith \he same responses given b.v their respect1ve schiZO-
phrenic population. the region of reject10n for ~e tormula X2 =~(O _ 1)2 
I 
vas established. at the .01 level of probabilit7. 
Table IX gives the list of stimulus-response worda which had a prob-
abilitT of .01 or greater for the male population as determined by the X2 One-
Sample Test method. 'ort7-tvo worda, or 52.5~ of the eightT stimulus words p 
sented in the LoTola LaAguage StuArt discriminated between the normal and Bchiz 
phrenic male population used in this studT. Seven stimulus worda (hammer. 
table. scl .. ors, doctor, 1l&Il, carpet, and woma.n) elicUed two responeee, each 
of which discriminated at the .01 level or greater. 
Table X presents the 11,t ot sttmnlu.-response vords which had a 
probabilit1 ot .01 or greater tor the temale population. In all. thirty stimu-
• 
lUI words. or 37.~ ot \he eighty stimulus words pre.ented in the Lo)"ola LaQg-
uage Stu47. dlscriminated. betveen the normal and schizophrenic female research 
population. !hus, the male and temale populaUon had 19 worda COJlllllon to both 
groups. 11 worda peculiar to the female group &Ad 23 worda peculiar to the male 
group. 
Table Xl presents those stimulus word. which were not common to both 
groups but which discriminated between eaoh group at the .01 level or greater. 
It appears from the.e word 11st8 that there is greater communallt)" of thought 
between normals and female schizophrenics than \here 1s be'v.en the male normal 
TABLE IX 
SflMUtUS-RESPONSE WORDS lOB 56 MATOmm2NORMAL AID SCBIZOPBRliIIIO KALIS VI'fH P> .01 ~ BY THE X On-SAMPLE DS! M.JmOD 
Stimulua Word Responae Word Stimulus Word Response Word. 
.J 
hUDg17 tood toot shoe 
aJlCer mad doc'\or dolt 
aioknel. 
afraid 80&1"ed 
wiab 4I'e .. 
dark Ilight 
8iomes. doctor 
red 00101' 
mountalll hlch 
joy happy 
stove hot 
white color 
girl temale 
sleep bed 
man woman 
black white lIale 
hammer nall babT lJl:f'ut 
tool 
aooll 1l1ch' 
table chair 
eat bread butter 
thirst,. water whlatle train 
• 
hard ateel oarpet eot, ho_ 
blue 8k7 
needle thread 
aw.et oanq 
religion church 
Itomaah tood 
atreet oar 
world. 1101187' 
bed sleep 
cold winter 
woman man 
wh1akey drunk: fual.e 
78110w color lion an1mal 
window Clall butter bread 
soiaaore out 
cuttlDC 81 
fABLE X 
S1'IMULUS-USPONSI WORDS FOR 52 MA!fOHED IORJ.W:. AJlD SOI:IIZOPBlUIUO 
1EMALES Wlm p > .01 OALCULATED BY 1'Hll X ()D..WPLI fIlS! KlmOl) 
S'1mulUI Word. Re.pon.. Word S\1mulu. Word R •• pons. Word 
hun&r7 tood Justloe court 
dark n1&ht 110untalA beicht 
loud nol •• .to .... heat 
• ating tood ah •••• sandwich 
high up aoon .'ar8 
.l.ep 'bed. .plder lna.c' 
table ohalr bread but'.r 
'hlrsty watsr whh'le 'rain 
blue .Jq carpet tloor 
• 
swee' canq dreaa sleep 
comiort .ase trouble worry 
cold wiAter rellg10a church 
8c1880r8 cu.t bed sl •• p 
toot aboe tobacco smOD 
house hOM woman mother 
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TABLE XI 
STIMULUS WORDS WlOIi DISORIMllA1'ED AT mE .01 LEVEL BY mE x2 0NlD-
SAMPLE TEST Mm'BOD Olf OILY MALE OR lEMALli MA1'OIDilD LISTS 
Female Male 
loud ancer 
eating afraid 
h1gh red 
comfort J07 
house ¥hUe 
Justice black 
cheese hammer 
spider head 
dream stomach 
trouble work1Dg 
tobaoco wh1a1ce7 
7811011 
window 
dootor • 
wish 
81cme •• 
girl 
IIIa:A 
ba.'b7 
needle 
.'ree' 
lion 
83 butter 
84 
and male schizophrenics. 
J'rom the two word, lists derived above. aa shown in fables IX and X. 
the 42 word "male- lbt was used to soore all male reoords. and the 30 word "fe-
male" list was used to soore all female reoords. Scoring was done b7 merely 
summating the number of response words whioh appeared on aDT one reoord. Thus. 
the greater the number of worde. the more "common" or -normal" the reoord. 
Table XlI ahovs a summar" of soores for each matched pair of male 
individuals with their score-difference. as well as the direotion of this dlffe 
encs. There are ;6 matched pairs in all, and theae have been trlohotomized into 
age and education categories. 
Applying the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Teat to the matched 
T - N (I t 1) 
pairs ot males in Table XII and using the formula Z = 4 
~ I N (I I: 1) (2J t 1) 
, 24 
for an N of 55 (one matched pair of males had equal scores). the null hypothe81a 
18 rejected with a probabll1ty of greater than .00003. !he BalDe probability 
soore 1s achieved with the temale population, using the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs 
Signed-Ranks feet with an I of 51. Some tnteresting facts can be noted on the 
basis of range ot Icore ditference. between the male and temale populations. 
!he range at score difterences for males extends from a -10 to a t24. !he range 
of score difterences tor the temale popUlation extends trom a -3 through a t15. 
Also, in the male matched pair groups, there are 11 minus scores. wherea8 in the 
temale matched pair groupe there are on11 9. 'fhUB. the JBale population had a 
greater number of discriminating words. a greater range ot negatlve score8, and 
a greater number of negative score differences than did the temale population. 
This would give tentative support to the findings of »oh and Guilford (47) that. 
TABLE XII 
SlONE DIRERDOJl SOORES Of M.A.fCHID PAIRS FOR 56 JiORMAL AID SOHIZOPBRlllfIO MALES 
:BASE ON THE WILCOXON KATCHJlD..PAIRS SIGNJID..R.ANICS KETROD 
Grade School High School College 
Pair Abn. lo:r. Signed Pair Abn. Nor. Signed Pair Abn. Jlor. Signed. 
Jlo. Sc. So. Diff. 10. Se. Sc. niff. 10. So. Se. Dtft. 
Young (Age 19-JO) 
1. 7. 17 10 19. 3 12 9 35. 13 11 .. 2 
2. 10 18 8 20. 9 13 4 36. 10 12 2 
3· 11 21 10 21. 6 15 9 37 • 5 19 14 
22. 7 11 4 38. 10 9 .. 1 
23. 5 13 15 39. 10 15 5 
24. 10 9 -1 40. 14 15 1 
41. 8 12 4 
42. 5 11 6 
Intermed.iate (Age 31-42) 
4. 7 14 7 25. 1 7 6 43. 9 11 2 
5. 10 12 2 26. 5 12 7 440. 4 15 11 
6. 13 9 -4 27. 12 IS -4 45. 3 16 13 
7. 7 18 11 28. 19 9 -10 46. 2 '18 1.6 
s. 4 7 3 29· 5 15 10 47. 2 • 9 7 
9. 0 15 1; JO. 12 12 0 48. 6 20 14 
10. 9 11 2 49. 7 15 IS 
11. 7 13 6 50. 9 22 13 
51. 3 17 14 
Old (Ace 43-54) 
12. 13 17 4 31. 1 19 18 52. 5 7 2 
13. 2 26 24 32. 13 12 -1 53. 10 17 7 
14. 0 14 14 33· 15 13 -2 54. 9 6 -3 
15. 9 16 7 34. 7 16 9 55. 11 1 -10 
16. 2 9 7 56. 14 16 2 
17. 0 7 1 
18. 7 4 -3 ~5 
8& 
"M~ had les8 oommunity of thought than women.' The result. of this research 
also lend tentatlve support to ~e work of Mlles and ferman (43) in that there 
are sex differences revealed in responses to the word ae.oc1ation teohnique. 
Table XIII shows the probablllt7 Icores for each of the nlne oate-
gories into which the male population was divided •• s well ae the probabl11t7 
soores for .aoh age Croup and each education group. The Wilcoxon MatChed-Pairs 
TABLE nn 
PROBA:BII.ln OJ DISORIMlNA'l'ION III EACH MA'l'CHED MALE OATmaRY AS OOMPUTED 
:BY mE VltOOXOJ MA.'l'OHID-PAIRS SIGJED-lWiltS MlmIOD 
Age Grade School High School Oollege Total 
p I P » P I P J 
Young Indeter- 6 .025 12 < .025 16 >.005 34 (Age 19 ... 30) minat. 
Intermediate .025 16 Indeter- 12 >.001 lS >.005 46 
(Ace 31-42) .inate 
Old .025 14 Inclater- S Indeter- 10 <:: .. 025 32 (Age 43-54) minata Minate • 
fotal > .005 36 < .025 32 > .005 40 >.00003 112 
Signed-Ranks fe8t vas again used to obtain the probability soares of any group 
or oategorT with sa I of six or greater. Only one oat"0r7. the COllege-Inter-
mediate age oategor7. produced a probability soore of greater than .01. However 
conddering each grade level. irrespective of ace. the Grade School group and ~ 
Oollege group both had P greater than .01. The Rlch School group, however. pro-
duced a probability acore of le8s \nail .01. Thus. there doe8 not seem to be aD7 
r 
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direct relationship between education and discr1minabillty baaed on the L070la 
Lo.nguage StudT. 
This finding tor the male population does not agree with Stanek'. 
finding at d1rect proportion between co~11t1 of response and education. 
Oonaidering age levels. irrespective ot grades, the results at this ItUdy agree 
with Stanek'a (62) result. in \hat there 1$ an lnverse relationship between age 
and COJlUl1U.l1a.l1ty ot response. The Young and Intermediate group. have probability 
acores ot .005. whereas the Old group has a probability soore ot lea8 than .025. 
An analysis of the Old group by combining any .wo oonseoutive Old 
oategories ahows an interestIng trend. By oombining the Old-Grade and Old-Righ 
School categoriea, a probabl11t1 8core greater than .005 is obtained. Row .. er. 
by combining the Old-Rlgh SChool and Old-Oollege oategories, a probabill\7 acore 
at less than .025 11 obtained. In the Old group, at lea8t, the greater amount 
at education ,eems to make the Loyola Language Studt leIS etfective in dis-
tinguishing between 8chlzophrenioa and. normals. In the Old-Oollege category. a 
matched pair produced the hlghest negative score, -10; whereas, in ~e Old-Grade 
category, a matched pair produced the highest positive score, a f24. !hus, in 
the Old group, the highest and lowest scores were produced. Abo. the Old group 
contained 5~ of the negative loores, and only 29~ of the experimental popu-
lation. 
Table XlV shows the probability scoree of male matched pairs grouped 
by diagnosis. Only two disease categories. Undifferentiated Schizophrenia and 
Mlxed/Undetermined Schizophrenia. differentiated between the normals and sohiso-
pnrenias at the .01 level. !he tour 01ass10al schizophrenic diagnoses, Para-
noid. Hebephrenia, Oatatonia, and Simple, were not aignifloantly dltferent at 
ss 
the .01 level. Although the relatively few )ita 1n each oa,\ .. o17 mU1cate the 
significanoe of the findings in Table XIV for any reliable conclusions, a' least 
a basis for tuture comparison with other group studies 1s established for oon-
firmation or denial. 
'l'ABL1l1 XIV 
PROBABILITY SOOUS AS COMPUTED BY 'mE WILOOXON KATORlllD-PAIRS SIGNED-RANIS 
METHOD ON 56 MAroIUm PAIRS 01 NOmw:. Alm SOHIZOPBlUnnO !.w.ES 
GROUPED AOCORDIBG TO PSYOHIATRIO DIAGNOSIS 
N DiagnosiS P 
15 Paranoid < .025 
10 Undifferentiated > .005 
7 Hebephrenic > .025 
<:. .01 
6 Oatatonic ~ .025 
11 M1xed/Undetermined > .005 
6 Simple <. .oe5 
In summarizing the results of comparing matched male normals and male 
schizophrenics, several factors are pointed up. lirst, taken as a group, the 
Loyola Language Study d088 discriminate between normal males and schizophrenic 
males. However, ~e discriminatory power of the Loyola Language Study varies 
oonsistently with age and inconSistently with eduoation. With respeot to age, 
the age oategory of 43-54 lends itself least to disorimination on the basi8 of 
communalIty of languages. With respeot to eduoation, males 1n the H~h SChool 
category are lea a distinguishable on the basia of oommunality of thought than 
are the males in the Grade Sohool and Oollege oategories. In comparing commun-
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ality of thought on the basis of disease diagnosi8. the elaesleal t7P88 ot 
schizoPhrenia are not discriminated at the .01 level. Hov .. er. with thia studT. 
the "mixed' or "contaminated" types of schizophrenia are d1st1nguishable on the 
baai. of the Loyola Language Study at the .01 level. 
In Table XV the matched pairs temale population is presented. !here 
are 52 matched pairs in all, and these have been trichotom1zed into age and 
education categories in the same manner as the male matched pairs population. 
This table shows that there are nine negative scores, 42 positive scorea, and 
one tied acore. Using the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranka Test. an analysis 
of the signed-rank aoorea for the total temale research population y1elds a 
probability score of greater ~ .00003. 
Table XVI ~re.ent8 the probability score of each temale category. whel 
determinable. and also the probab1lity score for each age and education group. 
TABLE XVI 
PROBABILITY OJ DISORIMIliAflIOli IN JilA.OH MA!OUD l'li2ULE OAtEGORY .AS OOMPUTED 
BY mE WILCOXON MA.!Ol1El)..PAIllS SIGNED-RANIS )tftliOD 
• 
Age Grade School High School Oollege Total 
P » p » P I P :& 
Young Indeter- 0 Indetar- S <. .025 16 >.005 2~ 
(.Age 19-30) mina.te minate .::: ,,01 
Intermediate > .025 14 > .01 16 >.005 26 '/ .005 56 
(Age 31 ... 42) 4( .01 
Old Indeter- 6 Indeter- a Indeter- 10 >.005 24 
(Age 43-54) minate lIinate mlnate 
total ") .005 2.0 > .005 32 > .005 52 >.00003 104 
TABLE XV 
SIGNlID DIJ'J'1IJUNOE seons OJ MATOHJID PAIRS lOR 52 IORMAL A1m SOHlZOPBUNIO 
J'lIMALlCS BASED ON 'l'HE WILOOXOJ MATOmIID-PAlBS SIGNlCD-lU.NltS ME'fBOD 
Grade School High School 0011ege 
Pair Abn. lor. Signed Pair Abn. liar. Slgud Pair Abn.1 )tor. Signed 
Ko. Se. Se. Ditf. Jo. Sc. Se. Dtff. No. Sc. Se .. Diff. 
YoUAg (Age 19-30) 
11. 4 9 5 27. 4 11 7 
12. 7 14 7 28. 4 1 -) 
13· 6 5 -1 29. 6 17 11 
14. 0 12 12 30. 13 12 -1 
31. 0 6 6 
32. 6 8 2 
33. 7 13 6 
34· 10 1 -3 
Intermediate (Age 31-42) 
1. 6 10 .. 15. 1 13 12 35. 9 15 6 
2. 6 11 5 16. 1 12 11 36. 3 15 12 
3. 6 12 6 17. 5 14 9 37. 4 s 4 
4. 5 15 10 18. 5 4 -1 38. 2 6 4 
5. 1 13 12 19. 5 8 ) 39. 2 -17 15 
6. 11 10 -1 20. 6 9 3 40. 1 • 7 6 
7. 7 10 3 21. 7 15 8 41. 2 12 10 
22. 3 13 10 42. 5 15 10 
43. 3 2 -1 
44. 6 13 7 
45. 2 12 10 
46. :5 14 11 
- 47. 13 13 0 
Old (Age 43-54) 
8. 2 10 8 23. 2 14 12 48. 9 16 7 
9· 2 10 S 24. 5 4 -1 49. 4 10 6 
10. 5 11 6 25. 10 9 -1 50. 1 13 12 
26. 3 18 15 51. s 13 5 
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52. 5 11 6 
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Education does not affect the discriminatory power of the La,rola Language Stu41 
since the probabil1.t7 .core 111 each group is greater than .005. This result 1& 
at variance with the results of education and Loyola Language Study result. with 
the male population. Also, the effect of age on Loyola Language Study resulta 
h reversed in effect with females in comparison to the results ob\aiMd with 
the male !)~pulat1on. With ~e female groups, the Lo70la Language Stuq dlocr1a-
inate. best with the Intermediate and Old age groups. with a probability soore 
greater than .01. With the Younc female group the probability score is lea8 
than .01 although it 1s greater than thA .025 lnel. Thus, for the :female popu-
lation, 1t appears that. as measured by the Loyola Language Study. communality 
of thought 1s unaffected by education but appears to have a direct correlation 
with ace. An increase in age apparently increases communality of thOQght ir-
respeoUTe o:f education. !his is in contrast to the res-ulta :found with the IIlal. 
population in that education appear. to haYe an ef:feot on cOJlUll'llD&lit7 of thoUght 
and. age tends to deerea •• comm.unality of thought rather than increase. Thea. 
reaults would tend to ahow that the thOU(tht proces.e. in schizophrenics are not 
the same for each sex. 
Table XVII ahowl the probabilit7 score. of female matched pairs 
grouped b7 diagnosis. Bormel., paired with Hebephrenic. and Simple Schizo-
phrenics, 7ield probabilit7 scores of le •• tban .01. The Undifferentiated, 
ParanOid, and Mlxed/Undetermined Schizophrenic groupe are disoriminated at the 
.01 level or ,r8&t.r. On the bad. of db ... s. alollS. the Loyola Language StudT 
discriminate. between typel ot achilophrenlcs among :females much more effect-
tye17 than 1t does among mal... Both mal. and famale achizophrenio. dlasn.oaed 
aa Undifferent1ated or Mix.d/Undetermlned are discriminated at the .01 leTel o~ 
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T.AlUJC XVI I 
PROBABILITY seORlS AS OOKPU~ BY mE VlLOOXON MA!cltEl)...PAIaS SlGlom .. RA.NlCS 
MlftHOD Oli 52 MAromID PAIRS OJ' NORMAL AND SOHIZO:P.BRJmIO F:alM.A.LlCS 
GROUPED ACOORDING TO PSIOHIATRIO DIAGNOSIS 
I Diagnosis P 
.10 Paranoid >.005 
12 Undifterentlated ") .005 
7 Hebephrenic >.025 
<.01 
14 Mixed/Undetermined ") .005 
7 Simple > .025 
<. .01 
greater. Female Paranoids are di.cdmiuted at the .005 le.,el. vhereas male 
Paranoids are dilcrim1nated at a probability le.,el less ~ .025. In terma ot 
actual numbers. 21 malea or 37 .6~ of the total schizophrenic male group were 
discriminated at the .01 level or greater. vbereas 36 temales or 69 .. 2!' of the 
total schizophrenic group were discriminated at the .01 level. !h1'i finding 
again confirms the work of Noh and Guilford (41) that men had. leas cOll:lDUD&l.1ty 
ot thought than women. and therefore. would render the Loyola ~e Stud7 
more effective 1n discriminating difference. among females than among mal.s. 
!he praotioal use. to which a teet maT be applied are directly pro-
porUonal to the degre. wi th wh1ch the instrument .,a11dly and reliably perform. 
the task as.igned it. In this research study. tne practical question to be 
anawered le. 'Oan a particular acore on the Loyola Language StudT distinguish 
between a .ohizophrenic and a normal person?' !he ansver is a tentati.,e "T ••• I 
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~e Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Teet does reject \he null hJpothelis 
with a probabllit7 of greater than .01 when the matChed. groups are compared. 
!able XVIII shove soore distributions for the tour oategories. Male 
N01'l18.1a. Male Schizophrenics t 1'8male Jormals. and Jemale Sohizophrenios. There 
is an oTerlapping of soor.. between Male Normals-Male Sohizophrenios and Jemale 
Normals-lemale Sohizophrenics. This overlap~lng is shown b7 the ooeffioient of 
variation wi thin the a.bnormal groups and the normal groups. The male nOl'l18.1 
variation is 616 of the sohizophrenic TariaUon, and ~e normal female popula-
tlon has a 5~ variation in soores vhen oompared with the female sohizophrenio 
population. ~. a cutoff soore of 12 on a male record would inolude 8~ of 
the schlzophrenio population, but would also include 34~ of the normal popula-
tion. A outoff soore of 9 'Would inolude S6~ of the nonuJ. maJ.ea. but \'Iould al.tO 
inolude 39~ of the schizophrenic male populat10n. The best \hat can bo said at 
present i8 that any male soore above 15 (out of a possible score of 42) is vel'7 
1 ike 17t one 1n ono hundred. to be the aeore of a normal peraon. 
12 and 15 have a 16~ possibility to be that of a sch1zophrenio. 
Soores between 
A soore of four 
• 
or loss would verT 11kely. one in one hundred, be that of a schizophrenio. A 
cutoff polnt of three 1n the female population would lDClude below that soore 
only 4~ of the normal soares and 3~ of \he sohizoPhrenic scor.s. A cutoff POlD 
of 12 would include onlY 4~ of the female schizophrenio population and 40% of 
the normal population. fable XIX establishes tentatiye diagnostio norms for 
mal. and lema1e Bcore •• 
In summarizing the results, \he works of 80me writers are supported 
to 80me degree b.1 this study. but the work of others 1s not substantiated. 
Mention has al.read.7 been made of the effect of sex. age. and education on the 
fABLE XVIII 
SOORE DIS'l'RIBtrrIONS ON THE LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY FOR EAOH OF TWO MA'l'ORJID 
POPULATIONS OONSISTING OF 56 NORMAL:.MALlIS. 56 SOHIZOPHRENIO MALES. 
52 NORMAL F.lUMA.Ll!lS. AND 52 SORIZOPHRDIO l'l!ltW.JlS 
Male Male Female Female 
Soores Normal. Schizophrenics liormals Schizophrenics 
26 1 
22· 1 
21 1 
20 2 
19 2 1 
18 3 1 
17 4 2 
16 4 1 
15 7 5 
14 2 1 4 
13 4 5 8 2 
12 6 2 6 0 
11 5 2 4 1 
10 0 7 6 3 
9 6 :3 3 2 
8 1 3 3 0 
7 4 S 2 4 
• 
6 1 4 3 s 
5 0 6 1 8 
4 1 2 1 5 
3 0 3 0 5 
2 0 4 1 7 
1 1 2 1 5 
0 0 2 0 2 
.- 56 56 52 52 
rc= 13.52 7.45 11.04 4.90 
3D :: 4.73 4.08 3.70 3.17 
Ooett. 
of 
Ya.r. == 35.0 54.6 33.50 64.80 
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fA:BIJt1 XIX 
seoRlS AND !JHfATIV~ DIAGNOSTIO I»~OIS lOR 
!Hi LOYOLA LANGUAGE SroDY IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 
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Score. lnfereno. Probability 
Male remale Male remale 
0 ... 4 Probable Schizo. Probable Schlzo. > .. 01 >.05 
5 - 12 None Bone Ins1g. Ins1g. 
13 - 15 Probably lonnal L1kely Jlormal .14 ).01 
16 ... Up Ve'17 L1k:ely Jormal Very Likely Normal > .01 > .01 
results of the Loyola Language Stu~. Although a different scoring method 1s 
UBed t our result. lend support to those obtained b7 Snider (61) 1n his l~dJ 
comparing normal famale. and schizophrenic females taken from a Boston aampllAg. 
This would tend to neaat. the factor of ceographical influenoe. on the t •• t. 
Speoifioally. the Loyola Language Study seems to effectlve17 discriminate be· 
tween a matched population irrespective of geographical setting. 
Kent and Rosanoff were the first to indicate experimentally the notlon 
that normal people give more common responses tban abnormal. l'urthe1"ll0re. they 
contended that there is no sharp differentiation between normalit7 and non-
nOl'A&lit7 in response. to the word a •• ociation technique, but that there appears 
to be a oontinuou. proce.s from one state to the other. The findings of thta 
writer'. present res.arch lend support to Kent and Rosanoff's findings in both 
the notton of commonality and oontinuous states. 
Although 80me writers empha.ize various qualitative factor. or -signa' 
in polnting up diagnostic po.sibilities with the word a.sociation teohni~. 
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nothing in this research would lend .upport to this hypothesis. Needless to 
• .,. if a person uses neologisms, word salads, confabulations, or the like, that 
person is immediately suspected of 80me mental aberration. In this study, hav-
ing used only those patient-sub3ects who were -supporting" themselves. thus 
indicating 80me measure of inetitutionaliled stability, very tew -signs· ap-
peared on·the test recorda. Thus, ·normal-like· records were produced whereby 
the form was the eame &8 the form of normal records. but the content (or re-
sponse) held the key to the differences in recorda. Thus, this research pOints 
up results which are not ·obYious" and opens up further possibilities in in-
creasing the discriminatory effectiveness of the L070 la Language Stud7. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A reoent modifioation ot the word association technique b~ Snider and 
Johnson (59) gave rise to the Loyola Language StudT. a semi-oontrolled type of 
assooiation test which measures communality of thought. !ne Lo~ola Language 
Study inoorporate. in its teohnique a demand of the sUbject whioh calls upon 
greater ego~oontrol faotors than do either the free assooiatlon technique or 
the rigidly oontrolled a.sociation method. !hi. fact gave rise to the question 
ot whether or not .uch a demand would elioit responses trom a matohed group ot 
normals and achizophrenios which would disoriminate between the two groups. 
!hus t the design ot this experiment was tormulated to investigate the disorim-
inator" power of the Lo~ola Language StudT in schizophrenia. A aecondar,y pur-
pose of this Bt~ involved iDYest~&tinc the etfect of age, edUcation, and sex 
on the disoriminatory power of the 1oT01& Language Study. 
The previous literature on word 88sociation techniques and their ap-
plication to the study of mental abnormality is clearlT dichotomized. !he free 
alsociation technique vas used almost exclusively from approximately 1880 until 
1950. Irom the mid-thirties up to the present time, various f01'll& of controlle< 
a,sooiation tests have been developed for research purposes. Bone of the tech-
niques in their Yarlous modifications has proved reliably efteotive either aa a 
diagnostio instrument or ae a screening devioe. HoveTer. ~e seven decade, of 
research have potnted up these facts. Normals give more common responses and 
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less idiosyncratic responses than do insane individuals. Normal women give more 
common responses tban do normal men. Education and common responses are posi-
tively cofrelated, while age and common responses are negatively correlated. 
7inalll, most studies, with either \he tree or controlled method. indicate a 
gradual transition in commonneaa of responses from the normal to the insane 
!be procedure in thls .tudJ consisted of matchlag & normal and hosplt-
allzed population a8 to sex, ace, and education. ~e research aample included 
56 male normal., 56 male schizophrenics, 52 female normals, and 52 female schizo 
phrenic.. !he 11,280 responses from the LOTols Language Stu¢, were tabulated 
and analyzed by the Chi-.quare One-Sample Test method and ~e Wilcoxon Matched-
Pairs Signed·RaDks method for significant differences. These nonparametric 
techniQ.ues were used because of thelr suitability to the measurement reQ.uire-
ments of the research design. 
!he results of the statistical analysis revealed that the Lol0ls Lang-
uage Study does dilcrimiDate betw.en normal and schizophrenic matched groups • 
• 
Since th1a tlad1Dg was posUi".e, ane.17.e. on the basts of aex. age, education. 
and diagno.i, wele made. !be Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Banks .ethod was 
!he following conclusions were based on the statistical analyais of 
the results for the sample population of 216 matched subjects., Because of the 
small sample, these conclusions should be considered as bel~ peculiar to thie 
research eample only_ lurthenore, these conclusions may profita.bly be oompared 
with conclusions of other studies usiug a 81milarll matched population. thereby 
confirmiJ3.g or oontra.d1cting \he pr •• ent findlDg8. 
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1. !be Loyola Language Study doe. disoriminate between normal and 
sohizophrenio populations, both mala and female. 
2. Male populations -- both normal and schizophrenic -- have le •• 
communality of response than do female normal and. female sohizophrenio popula-
tiona, respectively • 
. 3. !here is no consistent relationship between education and the 
dlscrimlnatorr pover of ~e Loyola Languace Study in male schizophrenics. 
4. Wlth male., an increase in ace decreases the discr1miJl&to17' pover 
of the Loyola La.n£uage Stud,y. College .en betv.en the ages of 43 and 54 are 
5. Wlth female., an increaae In age increases disorimination between 
normals and ach1aophrenioa. !he age group betw.en 19 and 30 is least disorim-
lnated. 
LaDgC.1.age St1J47 vl~ female •• 
7. Ba.ed only on a very small sample in each diagnostiC category and 
• 
using the WIlcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranke sooring method, the Paranolda, 
CatatoniCS, Hebephrenios, and Slmple Schizophrenios are le8s discriminated in 
the male group \nan are the 'nonclassioal ft diagnosed schizophrenics, such as 
Mixed, Undifferentiated. and Und.etel'llined. A d1fferent scoring teohniQ.ue. or a 
dIfferent sample ~ produce results other than those obtained 1n this stud.J. 
Neverthelell, thIs conclusion forms a balis for oomparison wlth other results 
which might be obtained in other studiea. 
S. In the female populatIon. Paranoids. UndIfferentiated. and Mixed/ 
Undetermined Schizophrenic I are beat d18cr1.ml»ted, whereas Hebephrenio and 
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S1mple Schizophrenics are least discriminated. Again. this conclusion is based 
only on a very small sample in each diagnostic category, and therefore allows 
for no generalization to other samples. 
9. ~ntat1ve diagnostic soores are established. !be small sampling 
population makes theae acores very tentative at best, and does not allow for 
generalizations to other populationa. 
10. Geographioal. e\nAloal, and vocational variables should be isolat-
ed and studied aa further refinements to the Loyola Language StudT. 
11. It seems possible that with scoring refine.ents. the L070la Lang-
uage Study in and cf itself ~ become & sinele screening teat of high validlt7 
and reliability. 
12. Changes in the schizophrenic process within an individual can be 
periodically measured for chaDges with the Loyola ~e StudT. 
13. Jurther research wlth the toT01. Languac. Studr and other dl ••••• 
entiti •• i. ind1cat.t 1n the light of the result, of the pre •• nt .tudJ. 
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APPENDIX I 
Loyola Language Stu47Test Booklet 
REVISED 
LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY 
Instructions 
WHEN PEOPLE see or hear a word, they often think of another 
word. If you say the word stem, most people would think of 
flower. Some, but not the greatest number, might think of 
pipe, grass, stop, and so forth. 
This study wants to find out what word you think the 
greatest number of people would be most likely to think of 
when they see or hear each of the words on the next two pages. 
Please write next to each of the words the one word which 
you think the greatest number of people would be most likely 
to think of when they see or hear the word in the list. Take as 
much time as you need to think about the word which seems 
to you to "go along" with each printed word. Then choose the, 
one word which you think the greatest number of people 
would be most likely to think of when they see or hear the· 
given word. Write the one word which you choose beside the 
printed word. Do not skip any word. 
Remember, you are not asked to write down just any word 
that comes to your mind. You should write down the one word 
which you think the greatest number of people would be most 
likely to think of. 
Important: please fill out the information blank on page 4. 
Copyright 1954, by LOYOLA UNIVERSITY, CHICAGO 
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3 
·d whiskey whistle 
st 
yellow carpet 
window needle 
scissors hand 
foot thief 
doctor dream 
wish trouble 
house religion 
justice street 
river health 
sickness ocean 
mountain bed 
stove child I 
I 
girl tobacco . I 
salt woman 
man cabbage 
cheese citizen 
baby earth 
moon lion 
spider butter 
bread music 
Turn to page 4 
I 
2 
Beside each of the words printed below write the one word whi! 
which you think the greatest number of people would be most 
likely to think of when they see or hear that word. yelle 
soldier sour wine 
hungry king sciss 
butterfly deep foot 
long sleep 
doc1 
head black 
wis) 
anger hammer 
hou 
afraid table just 
fruit thirsty rive 
dark quiet sick 
red hard 
mOl 
loud blue 
stm 
bath sweet girl 
eating stomach 
salt 
joy working mal 
rough comfort 
che 
heavy soft 
bal 
high short mo' 
white beautiful 
spic 
command cold 
bre 
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